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Primates are capable of recognizing faces even in highly cluttered natural
scenes. In order to understand how the primate brain achieves face recognition despite this clutter, it is crucial to study the representation of multiple
faces in face selective cortex. However, contrary to the essence of natural
scenes, most experiments on face recognition literatures use only few faces at
a time on a homogeneous background to study neural response properties. It
thus remains unclear how face selective neurons respond to multiple stimuli,
some of which might be encompassed by their receptive fields (RFs), others
not. How is the neural representation of a face affected by the concurrent
presence of other stimuli? Two lines of evidence lead to opposite predictions:
first, given the importance of MAX-like operations for achieving selectivity and
invariance, as suggested by feedforward circuitry for object recognition, face
representations may not be compromised in the presence of clutter. On the
other hand, the psychophysical crowding effect - the reduced discriminability
(but not detectability) of an object in clutter - suggests that an object representation may be impaired by additional stimuli. To address this question, we
conducted electrophysiological recordings in the macaque temporal lobe, where
bilateral face selective areas are tightly interconnected to form a hierarchical
face processing stream. Assisted by functional MRI, these face patches could
be targeted for single-cell recordings. For each neuron, the most preferred
face stimulus was determined, then presented at the center of the neuron’s

RF. In addition, multiple stimuli (preferred or non-preferred) were presented
in different numbers (0,1,2,4 or 8), from different categories (face or non-face
object), or at different proximity (adjacent to or separated from the center
stimulus). We found the majority of neurons reduced mean firing rates more
(1) with increasing numbers of distractors, (2) with face distractors rather
than with non-face object distractors, (3) at closer distractor proximity, and,
additionally, (4) the response to multiple preferred faces depends on RF size.
Although these findings in single neurons could indicate reduced discriminability, we found that each stimulus condition was well separated and decodable in
a high-dimensional space spanned by the neural population. We showed that
this was because neuronal population was quite heterogeneous, yet changing
response systematically as stimulus parameter changed. Few neurons showed
MAX-like behavior. These findings were explained by divisive normalization
model, highlighting the importance of the modular structure of the primate
temporal lobe. Taken together, these data and modeling results indicate that
neurons in the face patches acquire stimulus discriminability by virtue of the
modularity of cortical organization, heterogeneity within the population, and
systematicity of the neural response.
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1
Introduction

1.1 Faces as invaluable sources of social information
Faces are rich information sources. Not only do we recognize individuals
by their face identity, we are also able to tell the focus of the attention by
the direction of gaze. Facial expressions can also tell feeling, intention and
thoughts [1, 2]. If someone is looking around impatiently, he must be anxious,
whereas if he or she has a blank face without sweat and standing rock steady,
we feel that person is quite confident (Fig. 1.1). We utilize these information
so naturally that we often do not even think of it. Recognizing faces is crucial for social behavior and survival. Deficit in face recognition performance
is known to have a link to several disorders such as schizophrenia, autism and
prosopagnosia [3, 4].
According to the importance of face recognition, we primates have an excellent ability to recognize faces. We can appreciate this capability in a simple
facial identity recognition task. In Fig. 1.2, four pictures taken from two in1

B

A

Figure 1.1: Faces are rich information sources. The person shown in panel (A)
shows anxiety, fear and stress indicated by his wandering gaze, facial sweat and
wide-opened eyelid. On the other hand, the person in (B) shows calm, blank
facial expression from which one can feel his confidence and calm.

dividuals are presented. For most of human subjects, it is an easy task to
recognize facial identities to group the top two pictures (A,C) and the bottom
two pictures (B,D) together. Classification performance of human subjects
marks stunning >90% [5] (but see [6]).
However, this is not a trivial recognition task at all. For computers, the
top and bottom pictures in Fig. 1.2 (A,B and C,D) look more similar, because
they have similar head orientation, lighting and facial features. In the field
of machine learning and computer vision, this face recognition task had been
daunting problem for decades, until recently few groups including Facebook
team reported comparable machine learning performance as human, using deep
learning algorithm [7]. However, their task involves only few aspects of face
recognition1 , and many other human recognition skills still surpass that of
1

Taigmann et al. [7] showed that their model based on deep learning algorithm could solve
a face identity recognition task involving faces with different head-orientation (i.e. headorientation invariant recognition). However it remains to be tested whether their model
can be applied to other aspects of face recognition such as luminance invariant recognition,
facial expression invariant recognition [8], age invariant recognition [9] or context dependent
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Figure 1.2: Human excels at translation invariant recognition of faces. Pictures
in panels (A),(C) and (B), (D) are taken from the same individual, respectively.
Even though a human subject can easily recognize individual difference to correctly group (A), (C) and (B), (D) as the same person, classification based on
machine learning tended to classify (A), (B) and (C), (D) as the same group,
because they have common lightening and head-orientations. Adapted from [5].
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computer performance.
Similar to humans, monkeys rely on faces as information sources, and accordingly have an excellent face recognition ability. Monkeys are highly social
animals and known to recognize each other’s face, and communicate with facial
expressions [11, 12, 13]. They utilize and recognize several facial expression
patterns (e.g. fear grin, lip smacking, open mouth, cooing) to convey meanings
such as fear, kinship and threat [14, 13] to other monkeys in the troop. Eye
gaze also tells the focus of attention (shared attention between more than one
indivisual by gaze following is known as joint attention [15, 16]), and failure
to follow the eye can lead to impaired fear recognition [17]. The fact that
face recognition ability is common across primates led scientists to explore the
primate brain to study where in the brain face recognition was mediated.

1.2 Hierarchical organization of the visual cortex
Sensory neurons are thought to be hierarchically organized. Each brain region
such as LGN (lateral geniculate nucleus), V1 (primary visual cortex) or MT
(middle temporal visual area) is thought to process different stimulus features
and the selective features develop along the cortical hierarchy from low-level
features such as line segment (orientation) or contrast to high-level features
such as faces [18, 19, 20, 21]. In addition to the development of selectivity, a
region of a field of view which can stimulate a neuron, or a receptive field (RF),
is known to increase its size along the cortical hierarchy. The term receptive
field was originally defined by Sherrington [22, 23, 24] and started being used
for visual neurons after Hartline [25] who defined neuronal receptive field as
recognition (depending on the surrounding scene, or context, the same individual may look
different to a human subject. See Sinha and Poggio [10]).
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a visual field in which a stimulus can evoke activity to the neuron. Later
the definition was extended to sensory neurons other than visual stimulus.
However, even stimulus outside Hartline’s definition of RF (classical RF) was
found to influence a single neuron response. Stimuli in these non-classical
RF can modulate neural response [26, 27, 28, 29, 30], depending on stimulus
context (e.g. [31, 32, 33, 34]). Models based on lateral interaction or feedback
inhibition were proposed to explain the mechanism of non-classical RF [35, 36,
37], and recently it was shown in experiments that specific type of interneuron
provides lateral inhibition to mediate surround suppression [38, 39]. In this
thesis, we use the term RF according to Hartline’s original definition: visual
field in which a single stimulus can drive an activity to the currently recorded
face selective neuron.

Hubel and Wiesel proposed a model of V1 neurons to explain the mechanism of development of neural response property along the hierarchy [40]. For
example, they suggested that the elongated excitatory oval shape (flanked by
inhibitory region(s)) of V1 neuron’s RF and its orientation selectivity was developed by converging afferents from LGN neurons in the thalamus, whose RF
have concentric, antagonistic center-surround structure (either excitatory center (on-center) or inhibitory center (off-center). Namely, they thought superimposing LGN RFs in one particular direction could create elongated excitatory
RF of V1 to have selectivity to a stimulus with particular orientation (“simple
cell”). Similarly, “complex cells” in V1 which do not have clear excitatory
and inhibitory regions in RF but still selective to orientation, were thought
to be developed via converging afferents of V1 simple cells. Based on Hubel
and Wiesel’s model of hierarchical development of neural response [40, 41, 42],
Riesenhuber and Poggio developed a hierarchical model of visual object recog5

nition, where stimulus selectivity and invariance2 [43, 44, 45] increased along
the hierarchy. The hierarchical model contains interleaving simple cell layers
and complex cell layers, which take weighted sum and max3 of incoming afferents, respectively. As a result of repeating weighted summation and max
operation, both selectivity and (translation and scale) tolerance increase along
the hierarchy.

1.3 Neurophysiological evidence of face selective neurons in the temporal lobe
The first evidence of the neural representation of face was provided by Charles
Gross and his colleagues in 1972 [46, 47]. They conducted electrophysiological
recordings in the macaque brain, in the superior temporal sulcus (STS) where
object selective neurons reside in [48, 19, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53]. They found
that neurons in the temporal lobe responded preferentially to a facial image,
compared to other non-face images. After the discovery, face neurons were also
found in several other regions in STS [54, 55, 56] and also in different cortical
and subcortical regions including amygdala [57, 58, 59, 60], hippocampus [61],
pulvinar [62], entorhinal cortex [63, 64] and orbitofrontal cortex [65].
In those days - from the 60s to the early 90s - finding a face selective neuron4
was difficult and less reliable experiment. Researchers started knowing that
temporal lobe contained visual neurons selective to complex images [19, 20, 21],
2

Neural response is called as invariant if the response is unchanged to translation of stimulus, such as stimulus scaling, rotation (2D or 3D) or contrast change. The term invariant is
also applied to visual recognition if the recognition is not altered by translation of stimulus
(e.g. head-rotation invariant individual recognition).
3
Thus, a “max neuron” responds as if it ignores all presented stimuli except its preferred
stimulus.
4
In this thesis, unless otherwise noted the term “face selective neuron” is used to mean
either implicit indication or explicit quantification of the following: the neuron respond at
least twice as strongly to the face as to other non-face objects [67, 68, 69].
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Figure 1.3: Face selective neurons found in the macaque temporal lobe. Summary of discovered face selective neurons in 80’s - 00’s is shown. Without having
a prior knowledge of the location of face neuron clusters, finding face selective
neurons were risky, difficult experiment. Recently, Tsao and Livingstone [66]
compared the distributions of reported face selective neurons (shown above)
and functional imaging data to find that the physiological data had high concentration in two regions, potentially corresponding to middle and anterior face
patches (see the text for details) reported by Tsao et al. [67]. Adapted from [66].
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but whether these object selective neurons formed cluster or not was unclear,
and had been a controversial topic [70, 71, 72]. Thus, to find face selective
neurons they had to penetrate electrodes according to the previous literatures
and had to test every neuron they encountered whether it was a face selective
or not. This procedure took excessive amount of time. Different researchers
reported face selective neuron in various part of temporal lobe (Fig. 1.3, [73,
74, 75, 76, 57, 77, 78, 79]), making it difficult to decide which brain region
should be recorded.
However in the 90s, thanks to the advent of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), researchers were allowed to image the entire brain to
localize face selective cortices. Although fMRI measures brain activity by
detecting blood flow5 which has low spatiotemporal resolution, it helped researchers to localize a functionally distinct brain region activated by particular stimulus or cognitive state [80, 81]. Aided with fMRI, Nancy Kanwisher
and colleagues found what they called fusiform face area (FFA) in the human temporal lobe6 [83, 84, 85]. When a human subject viewed an image
of a face, the FFA increased its activity, measured by the blood-oxygen-level
(BOLD) contrast (Fig. 1.4). Later they also found that brain regions selectively engaged when a human subject perceives body, place or words were
also segregated [70, 86]. These results supported the view that visual objects
of different category are processed by functionally distinct modular structure.
Finally Doris Tsao, Winrich Freiwald and colleagues found six and three segregated face selective cortices, or “face patches” in the macaque temporal and
frontal lobe7 , respectively [67].
5

Blood provides energy and nutrition to highly activated brain region, which can be used
as a surrogate of brain activity.
6
But see also [82] for the earlier positron emission tomography (PET) study indicating
the existence of the functional organization of face and object processing cortex.
7
They also compared macaque and human brain using fMRI to find homologous face
patches along the temporal lobe [87].
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B

Figure 1.4: Face selective region in human temporal lobe revealed by fMRI. (A)
The regions activated when a subject perceives a certain category of stimulus
are highlighted. Fusiform face areas are depicted the purple circles, located
bilaterally in the midfusiform gyrus. The activated regions were determined by
the level of BOLD signal indicating high energy consumption. Adapted from
[70]. (B) Fusiform face area was selectively activated by facial image (F) but
less by non-face image (O), in the human temporal lobe. Adapted from [83].

1.4 Face selective neurons are segregated into
modular structures
Of the six temporal lobe face patches, the most posterior one is located at the
area TEO (posterior part of inferior temporal (IT) cortex), named PL (posterior lateral). The other five patches are located at the area TE (anterior part of
IT). The two posterior “middle face patches” were named ML (middle lateral)
and MF (middle fundus), after the location of the STS. Two other patches, also
located in lip and fundus were named AL (anterior lateral) and AF (anterior
fundus), respectively. The anteriormost face patch located in anterior middle
temporal sulcus (AMTS) was named AM (anterior medial) [88] (see Fig. 2.7).
Face patches were not an exception of the hierarchical organization of sensory
cortices: with fMRI-guided microstimulation and histology, these face patches
were shown to be interconnected reciprocally [88], and each face patch contained face selective neurons with different response characteristics. Thus, the
9

macaque brain has a dedicated neural circuit for processing and transfering
information8 of a face along a cortical hierarchy. For example, middle face
patch (MF, ML) neurons are selective to head-orientation, a large fraction of
anterior patch (AF, AL) neurons respond to either left or right profile view (i.e.
mirror-symmetric tuning), and anterior-most patch (AM) neurons respond to
particular facial identities [89] (a recent study also indicated that the posterior
face patch (PL) neurons were selective to eye region [90]). Thus, face selective
neurons were found to create a mutually connected modular structure thought
to mediate primate face recognition ability.
The fMRI-guided electrophysiology facilitated studying cortical information processing and circuit structure: we acquired precision to target our region of interest, with a prior knowledge that more than 90 % of the neurons in
the region are face selective [67]. This reduced our need to explore neural selectivity extensively, allowing us to start testing experimental hypothesis right
after we reached to the target face patch9 .

1.5 Early evidence of multiple stimulus representations and proposed models
In a typical, classic vision study researchers used only one visual stimulus
on a gray screen, on which a subject monkey needs to fixate [49, 19, 91,
92, 93]. In the real world, however, we encounter numerous visual stimuli
at a time: an image of face might be surrounded by other faces or non-face
8

In this thesis, I use the term “information” as a quantity conveyed by neural activity,
from which an observer can infer stimulus of outside world or decode an internal variable
such as memory or attention. Thus, it does not necessary mean Shannon information or
Fisher information per se.
9
Without prior knowledge of neural selectivity, a researcher of face neurons needed to
verify that the neuron being recorded was face selective. Although we still conduct an
experiment to test neural selectivity, we could narrow down our exploration space to focus
on our main interest.
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objects. Still, however, primates are capable of recognizing faces even in highly
cluttered natural scenes [94]. Thus, in order to understand how the primate
brain processes faces in natural scenes, using multiple stimuli to characterize
response property of face selective neurons is crucial. Throughout this thesis,
I use the term ”stimulus representation” to refer neural activities from which
an observer can infer the presented stimuli. Neural activities might be a single
neuron response, or representation space spanned by neural population.
Several studies gave hints to the question of how visual neurons respond
to multiple visual inputs, by presenting two stimuli in neuronal RFs of either
the visual area V4 or MT [95, 96, 97, 98]. Reynolds et al. found that without
visual attention the response to neuron’s preferred stimulus and non-preferred
stimulus (both inside the RF) was approximately an average of the two stimuli.
Moreover, the response could be biased by instructing a subject to attend to
one of the stimulus, leading to larger response (attended to preferred stimulus)
or smaller response (attended to non-preferred stimulus). Based on this observation, Desimone and Duncan proposed the Biased Competition model, which
states that top-down (and/or bottom-up) attention can bias the competition
between two stimulus representations over neural resource [99]. These visual
attention studies indicated that neural response to multiple stimuli were an
average of the responses to isolated stimulus presentations if no visual attention was exerted, which tempted researchers to study whether this regime of
integrating multiple inputs was universal across visual cortex. Additionally,
since temporal lobe neurons have much larger RFs which can encompass more
than two stimuli at a time, it was important to know if the average operation
applies to three, four or even more stimuli.
In order to explain cortical normalization effect including averaging operation, David Heeger and colleagues [100, 101, 102, 103], developed the Divisive
11

normalization model that is now widely used in the neuroscience field, especially sensory integration researches [104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110, 111,
109, 112, 113]. Divisive normalization states that a neuron computes a ratio
between the direct inputs and population activity. The concept is illustrated in
Fig. 5.1: a neuron receives inputs from visual stimuli, and neighboring population of neurons are also receiving inputs from the same visual stimuli. Then,
through lateral interactions or converging afferents, the neuron’s activity will
be normalized in proportion to the population activity of neighboring neurons.
Response normalization by lateral interaction in vivo was recently shown experimentally by Matteo Carandini in mice V1 [114], and by John Reynolds in
macaque brain [115], both using optogenetics.
Divisive Normalization can be integrated into the Biased competition model
proposed by Desimone and Duncan ([99], see Chapter 1). Biased competition
states that attention induces top-down modulation from cortices in upper hierarchy (e.g. frontal eye field [116]), which biases the allocation of neural resource
to competing multiple inputs. Similarly, bottom-up attention (e.g. pop-out effect, see Chapter 1) can bias the allocation of resource. Divisive Normalization
can also bias which input dominates the final output by population activity of
neighboring neurons10 . Or, alternatively, all inputs could have equal privilege,
resulting in averaging all the inputs. In fact, Divisive Normalization can be
applied to Biased competitive model with a common mathematical formula11 ,
as reviewed by Carandini and Heeger [103], and Reynolds and Heeger [111].
The common formula is shown in Equation 1.1:
10

For example, high contrast stimulus takes more neural resource than low contrast stimulus. Similar to this idea of Biased completion model, Divisive Normalization states that
high contrast elicits large activity to the neighboring population to have larger weight (i.e.
bias) to the high contrast stimulus. See [112, 103].
11
Note that Equation 1.1 is a general form, and details can be different in some studies,
such as free parameter in different forms [109, 112] or omitting negligibly small terms [103,
111].
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R1,2 =

c1 · I1 + c2 · I2
c2 + c1 + σ

(1.1)

where R1,2 is a neural response to stimuli 1 and 2, c1 and c2 are coefficients,
I1 and I2 are inputs (thus, Equation 1.1 is modeling a response to two stimuli. It can be easily expanded to more than two stimuli by having as many
terms as stimulus number) σ is a spontaneous activity of a neuron12 . The
two coefficients c1 and c2 can be functions of population activity (in Divisive
Normalization), of top-down attention (in Biased competition) or both (see
[109]).

1.6 Evidence of multiple stimulus representations in IT cortex
Zoccolan et al. (2005) [107] conducted recordings with up to 3 stimuli simultaneously presented. They recorded from central to anterior temporal cortices
while subject monkeys were passively fixating on the center of a stimulus presentation screen. They concluded that the neural response to multiple stimuli
were predicted well by the average of the responses to individually presented
stimuli, regardless of RF location (did not depend on effective position inside
RF), and regardless of stimulus identity (i.e. the response depended on the
response magnitude, not on stimulus identity). However, they relaxed and
extended the argument two years later. Zoccolan et al. (2007) [117] trained
subject monkeys for an object detection task and presented neuron’s preferred
stimulus with various transformations such as position, size, contrast changes
12

In the following modeling works we did not use the σ term because we subtracted
spontaneous activity from the data used in simulations.
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and clutter addition (they used up to two stimuli this time: one clutter out
of pre-selected 6 non-preferred stimuli was used). During the object detection
task, the subject was required to maintain fixation on a center dot, until they
found the target (a red triangle) to make a saccade to a fixed location to receive rewards. They reported a trade-off between translation invariance and
stimulus selectivity: namely, if a neuron had a sharp tuning curve selective to
only one or few stimuli, the neuron was sensitive to stimulus translation or addition of clutter (i.e. decreased the mean firing rate). However, if a neuron had
a broad tuning curve, the neuron was robust against stimulus translation and
addition of clutter didn’t reduce firing rate either. Thus, neurons with broad
tuning curves responded to multiple stimuli with higher magnitude than average operation predicted. They ascribed this apparent discrepancy to difference
in selection criteria of neurons: in Zoccolan et al. (2007) , more inclusive criteria was used, resulting in collecting neurons with broad tuning curves too.
They explained the tradeoff between stimulus selectivity and invariance by
presenting two descriptive, qualitative models. In a model what they called
“toy model”, neurons were assumed to have multidimensional Gaussian tuning curves in a input stimulus space. Sparse responding neurons had Gaussian
tuning curves with smaller standard deviation, thus the (multidimensional)
area providing an effective input is smaller than broad responding neurons.
Because of small effective input space, the sparse responding neurons had less
tolerance to the transformations. This model captured a qualitative reduction of tolerance as stimulus selectivity increased. In their second model, they
applied the hierarchical model of object recognition, originally proposed by
Riesenhuber and Poggio (see above, [43, 44, 45]). The hierarchical model reproduced Zoccolan et al’s result qualitatively: however, quantitative prediction
of a response of a particular neuron remained to be studied. Also, they did
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not necessary record from a cortex with specific object selectivity, which could
potentially affect their results13 .
Rolls et al. [118] recorded from IT cortex neurons using one or two stimuli
on a complex natural background. Since the natural background could contain
multiple objects (e.g. leaves, trees), within the RF of IT neurons multiple
objects would be encompassed. During the recordings, they imposed a visual
search task: the subject needs to search for one of the two stimuli presented
to touch to receive rewards. As a result they found the response of a neuron
was enhanced when a preferred stimulus was inside the RF and the stimulus
was a search target. In addition, they reported that when the effective stimuli
were presented on the complex natural background, RFs of the IT neurons
became smaller than presented on a plain background, regardless of attention
(i.e. regardless of whether the preferred stimulus inside RF was a search target
or not). They claimed that by reducing the size of RF, IT neurons could reduce
confounds introduced by multiple objects inside the receptive field. The RF
shrinkage could be due to an iceberg effect due to overall reduction of the firing
rate across visual field with cutoff at firing threshold, but detailed mechanism
remained unclear. Rolls et al. defined RF as the visual field elicited firing
rates above the baseline when it contained the preferred stimulus. The RF
was measured in distance (visual degrees) between the eye position and the
stimulus, (not degrees from the fovea), and they reported almost monotonic
decrease of activity as the stimulus was drawn away from fovea (i.e. when the
stimulus occupy the center vision, the neuron was always activated), regardless
of background and attentional condition. This either implicitly assumed all the
13

At first sight, our experimental results looked contradictory to Zoccolan et al.’s studies
(see Chapter 3). However, we built a quantitative and mechanistic model to explain the
different results by difference in cortical structure: because we recorded from face selective
cortices, and because we compared face and non-face stimuli, the result was seemingly
different. However, our computer model could give a unified framework explaining both our
result and Zoccolan et al.’s result. See Chapter 7.
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recorded neurons have foveal RF, or they happened to record from a cortical
region, all of whose neurons have foveal RFs. In our recording, most of the
RFs had positional bias toward a visual field contralateral to the recording
hemisphere. Thus, direct comparison of our results and that of Rolls’ et al.
might be difficult. There are few more differences between our experiment and
Rolls et al.’s. Firstly, in all conditions Rolls et al. used visual search tasks
that involve attention. Secondly, their stimulus presentation time varied: they
selected time period when the eyes were still (within 1 degrees of visual angle)
for ≥ 100 ms during a free view, and calculated firing rate for each 100 ms
period. Thirdly, Rolls et al. (and Zoccolan et al. too) considered stimulus (or
stimuli) inside the RFs, and it was not clear how a neural response was affected
by stimuli outside of RF (Does a neuron completely ignores the stimuli outside
of its RF, or do the stimuli still affect neural responses, probably through nonclassical RF?). Thus, although we know some of properties by which a neuron
integrates and represents multiple stimuli, small differences across experiments
make it difficult to have direct comparison or to have a unified understanding
of computational principle of temporal lobe neurons.

1.7 Multiple stimuli representations in the macaque
temporal lobe face patch
As I reviewed above, we have limited knowledge about visually selective neurons in primate brain. Then, how do neurons with a specific selectivity - face
selective neurons - integrate and represent multiple inputs from visual stimuli?
Do they compute an average of all inputs, take max of them, summate them or
could it be nonlinear summation? If the neuronal firing rates are an average of
responses to individually presented stimuli, is a representation of a preferred
16

face degraded with presentation of non-preferred stimuli because of a response
reduction? Or, alternatively, if neurons respond to the most preferred face
while ignoring all other non-preferred stimuli, i.e. do not reduce response with
non-preferred stimuli, do they discard all the information about the presented
non-preferred stimuli? Is the neural response dependent on distractor parameters such as distractor number, distractor category or distractor proximity?
And, if so, can an observer read out information of outside world (i.e. what is
presented on the screen) from single neuronal firing rates and/or from population activity patterns? In the following chapters, I will address these questions
with experimental results and a computer model to suggest potential circuit
mechanism underlying multiple stimulus representation.

1.8 Organization of the thesis
This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 explains the details of the experiments including targeting the face patch, electrophysiological recording
technique, stimulus design and flow of the experiment. In Chapter 3, I describe the basic response property of the middle face patch, MF, mostly by
analyzing mean firing rates of single cell and population. Then I raise the
question to analyzing data just based on the mean firing rate, leading into
Chapter 4 where I investigate stimulus representation in an entire population
of neurons, using machine learning, dimension reduction technique and the
independent component analysis. I explain how the heterogeneous yet systematic response of the neurons carry detailed information that is not seen just
from mean firing rates. In Chapter 5 I introduce a computer model based
on Divisive Normalization framework to address how a modular structure and
functional connectivity of the face selective temporal lobe neurons can confer
discriminability to neurons. I also describe the way neuronal responses become
17

more robust against distractor stimuli over time, using robustness indices derived from the model. Chapter 6 compares the MF data with that of anterior
face patch (AL), which is located at one step up in the hierarchy of the face
patch network and has slightly different response property from MF neurons.
Finally in Chapter 7, I summarize the findings of the project and highlight
the importance of modularity, heterogeneity and response systematicity for
representing multiple stimuli in the population of face selective neurons in the
macaque temporal lobe. I also compare the current study with previous literatures to argue that our computer model can give an unified account to previous
reports which are seemingly contradict each other.
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2
Experimental design

2.1 Varying distractor numbers to study neural
computation of multiple visual inputs
In order to test either a face selective neuron responds as an average of multiple
inputs or as a max of them (or some other responses such as a summation or
a nonlinear function of the stimuli), we had to select and combine a stimulus
elicits a large response from a neuron, and a stimulus that elicits a minimal
response from the neuron. This is because, for example, if two images elicit
exactly same magnitude of responses to the neuron, one cannot discriminate
whether neurons are taking an average or max of them (imagine an input vector (1, 1) - the average of it is 1, and max of it is also 1). Natural scenes
containing tens or hundreds of objects were also not suitable stimului to investigate computation, because (a) we did not know how strong a drive each
object gives to a single neuron, and (b) we did not know how objects interact
together to affect a neural response. Therefore, we decided to use a preferred
19

face, a non-preferred face (distractor1 ) and combination of them to study neural representation of multiple stimuli. If a neuron is taking an average of all
the visual inputs, adding non-preferred stimuli would result in reducing firing
rates. On the other hand, if a neuron takes maximum input while ignoreing
all other ineffective inputs, the firing rate may not be reduced by increasing
number of distractors. Thus, the first stimulus parameter we decided to use
was the “distractor number” (Fig. 2.1). We placed the preferred face at the
RF center, while presenting up to eight non-preferred face in the surrounding
position2 in order to study whether the computational rule is consistent across
different number of stimuli.

2.2 Varying distractor categories in light of feature / conjunction search
Adding more than two distractors was a natural extension of Zoccolan et al.’s
research to study how a face selective neurons compute afferents driven by
visual stimulus. This “computation” - average, max, summation or nonlinear
response to multiple inputs - could depend on the context of surrounding
distractors, similar to surround suppression or contextual modulation by nonclassical RF [34, 36, 119, 120]. Additionally, in light of pop-out effect in visual
search, whether the preferred face and distractor have common feature or not
may influence neural response. Pop-out effect is used to describe the fact
that the reaction time and number of items on the search screen (set size) are
independent (set size v.s. reaction time plot becomes flat), and the fact that
1

In this thesis, I use the term a “distractor” same as a “non-preferred stimulus for a given
neuron”.
2
We also had a control stimulus condition which had the preferred face at one of the
surrounding positions while the center position is occupied by a distractor. for details, see
Chapter 2.
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Figure 2.1: Distractor number variation. Distractor stimuli, which by themselves elicit minimal activation to the neuron are placed at up to 8 positions
around the neuron’s most preferred stimulus. Distractor stimuli were placed in
point-symmetric position. See text for details.
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the compelling phenomenological impression that the target is immediately
visible [121, 122]. Treisman and Gelade described this effect in their Feature
integration theory [123, 124]. According to the Feature integration theory,
searching for a target among distractors which do not have common feature
is conducted with a fast, parallel process (thus, the target “pop-out” among
distractors). The feature can be low-level features such as line segment or
color, or alternatively a high-level feature such as a face [122]. For example,
an upright face can pops-out among inverted faces even if all the faces share
similar colors [125]. Treisman and Souther proposed that the requirement
for being distinct features is to be represented in non-overlapping neuronal
groups [126]. This parallel process was defined as “Feature search” and it
was shown that reaction time to find a target among distractors was almost
independent of distractor numbers: no matter how the number of distractors
was increased, the time required for finding a target was almost constant. In
contrast, if distractors have similar features in common (e.g. color or shape),
the search becomes serial search, whose reaction time becomes proportional to
the distractor numbers. Thus it was defined as “Conjunction search”.
Fig. 2.2 demonstrate feature search. In this figure, a person - Peter Higgs
- is standing in front of the Large Hadron Collider, or LHC, which verified the
existence of Higgs boson originally proposed by him. This picture is quite busy,
or crowded, in sense that Dr. Higgs is surrounded by miscellaneous mechanical
parts like cables, metal plates and beams. Nonetheless, we can perceive Dr.
Higgs’ face almost immediately and automatically - this is the pop-out effect.
According to the Feature integration theory, Dr. Higgs’ face pops-out from
the picture because surrounding objects do not have common feature with the
face3 . In contrast, Fig. 2.3 demonstrates Conjunction search. In this case an
3

Hereafter I call the objects which do not have common feature as objects in “different
category”. For example, face, fruit, letter are different object categories.
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Figure 2.2: Example of Feature search. Peter Higgs is standing in front of the
Large Hadron Collider. Despite the intricate surrounding objects, we can easily
recognize his face in the picture.
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observer experiences a totally different perception - to recognize one particular
face out of the crowd, an observer needs a long time to scan faces one by one
until he or she finally finds the face in the crowd.

Figure 2.3: Example of Conjunction search. Perception is depending on the
surrounding context: in this picture, the same face of Peter Higgs as in Fig. 2.2
is embedded but it is extremely difficult to recognize his face.

What is the neurophysiological basis of feature / conjunction search? During feature search, where the target stimulus pops out independent on the
number of objects in the display, a subject can find a target in almost constant reaction time. Thus, one prediction is as follows: there are neurons
which do not reduce their mean firing rate4 by presenting distractor objects in
addition to their preferred face. Such neurons look as if they take maximum
input (from the preferred face) while ignore all other small inputs provided by
distractor object5 . On the other hand, in conjunction search, where the target
stimulus share feature with distractors, the mean firing rate of neurons might
4

For simplicity, mean firing rate of single neurons are mentioned here but the stimulus
information can also be coded within an entire population (population code), which we
actually found. In this case, a stimulus could be decoded from the response pattern of the
neural population, even though mean firing rate of each neuron can change.
5
Such “max neurons” are also requirements of the aforementioned hierarchical model of
object recognition proposed by Riesenhuber and Poggio.
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Figure 2.4: Distractor category variation. Either face or object distractors
were presented in surrounding positions. Note that distractors themselves (i.e.
without the preferred face) elicit minimal response from a neuron.

strongly depend on the number of distractors on the screen.
The neurophysiolosical correlates of pop-out effect starts from striate cortex or V1 [127, 128]. The response to an oriented bar was reduced when
flanking oriented bars were presented together, and the neural response was
larger when flanking bars had different orientation from the center bar (popout condition) than when the flanking bars’ orientations were the same as the
center bar. This neurophysiological pop-out effect seems to continue in higher
visual areas too. Beck and Kastner conducted human fMRI study involving a
searching task among multiple stimuli where a target pops out (distractors do
not have common feature as the target), or does not pop out (distractors have
common feature to the target [129], see also [130, 131]). They found BOLD
response to a non-pop out stimulus showed a decrease, indicating competitive
interaction among stimuli (also in the framework of Desimone and Duncan’s
biased competition model), whereas the pop-out stimulus did not show competition. Even though our experiment did not involve a searching task, neural
activity might be affected by common feature among distractors and preferred
25

stimulus. In light of this perceptual difference affected by distractor context,
we decided to use distractors with different features, namely face distractors
or object distractors (Fig. 2.4). We selected face and object distractors which
evoked almost no response to the cell and used one of them to study the effect
of distractor category to neural representations.

2.3 Varying distractor proximity / eccentricity
in light of the crowding effect
The arguments in the previous section are closely related to the “crowding
effect” found in human psychophysics studies [132, 133, 134]. When a human
subject is instructed to identify a target stimulus with flanking distractors, the
subject can detect the target yet finds it difficult to identify (Fig. 2.5) when
the distractors and targets share common features. This feature does not have
to be a low-level feature such as a line segment, color or Gabor but can also be
a high-level feature such as object category. For example, face distractors can
induce crowding effect, but inverted face distractors reduce the effect [135].
The crowding effect is absence at the fovea but becomes stronger at larger
eccentricity (i.e. more peripheral vision) and at closer distractor proximity, a
property known as Bouma’s law [136]: the minimal distance allowing subjects
to identify the target scales with stimulus eccentricity, although a few exceptions are reported [137, 138, 135]. There is an apparent relationship between
the crowding effect and the aforementioned Feature integration theory: if distractors and a target have a common feature, the crowding effect is induced
and an observer needs to move the eyes to place one object to the fovea at
a time. That’s why the reaction time to find the target is proportional to
display size, as the conjunction search in Feature integration theory explains.
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Alternatively, if there is no shared feature between distractors and a target,
the crowding effect is not induced and an observer can identify the target even
in the peripheral vision. This quick, parallel search is stated as a feature search
in Feature integration theory and demonstrates that the reaction time to find
the target is almost constant (i.e. pop-out) across large variation of display
size.

Figure 2.5: Psychophysical crowding effect. Human subjects were asked to
fixate on the black cross, while being asked to identify direction of the center
flanker. As the top and bottom flanking bars move close to the center bar, the
identification performance drops. This effect is known to be even stronger at the
peripheral vision. Bauma’s law states that the distractor distance which allow a
human subject identify the center target, or “critical distance”, is approximately
equal to the stimulus eccentricity. Adapted from [135]
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Several mechanisms subserving the crowding effect were proposed. One of
them is a pooling model, in which local features are averaged to reach perception rather than a target feature being masked by distractors [139, 140, 141,
142, 143]. An observation that supports this model is that human subjects
are capable of reporting average Gabor angle, even under the crowding condition. Physiological observations also support the pooling model. RF size
increases throughout the visual cortical hierarchy, which suggests large integration over visual field resulting in some information loss [144]. Additionally,
the existence of lateral interactions and mutual inhibition also indicates local
interaction among neurons with overlapping RFs [145, 146, 147]. Thus, the
pooling model states that the local features were pooled or averaged within a
certain visual field in the peripheral vision. Freeman and Simoncelli demonstrated this hypothesis by presenting “metamers”, which are different images
sharing common statistics [148]. They showed that when the pooling region
size of the model was set correctly, human subjects could not distinguish two
metamers in peripheral vision, although subjects could appreciate the difference of metamers when they fixate onto the metamers to bring the images to
center vision. Rosenholtz et al. also created images patches (they call them
“mongrels”) with same summary statistics (e.g. correlation of responses of V1like orientation tuned neurons across locations / luminance autocorrelation /
marginal statistics of luminance / phase correlation, etc.) to show the human
subjects could not distinguish the image patches with losing local information
such as position of line segment [149]. Substitution was also suggested as a
mechanism of crowding model [150, 151, 152]. The model states that a target
object is often substituted or confused with one of flanking objects, resulting in
failure in reporting correct identity of a target object. Another model proposed
by Dayan and Solomon utilizes Bayesian inference [153]. Bayesian inference is
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a method to give an estimation based on minimization of a loss function which
expresses the cost of estimation errors [154]. In their model, the crowding effect
occurs by a target selection among flankers emerging through Bayesian inference within large RF with spatial uncertainty. The spatial uncertainty induces
interference between stimuli in neighboring space that affect inference. Even
with ample of suggested mechanisms, however, none of the existing models can
explain the crowding effect perfectly and it remains a matter of debate [135].
Some of models require fine-tuning of parameter to reproduce psychophysics
result, or others explain a part of the crowding effect without clear explanation
to other parts such as tangential anisotropy (radially positioned flankers are
more effective than tangentially positioned ones [137]).
In light of the psychophysical crowding effect, we introduced the third and
forth stimulus parameters: distractor distance and distractor proximity. In
this stimulus distractor numbers were fixed to eight (to reduce the number of
combinations), while distractor distances were changed from 0, 2 to 4 degrees
of visual angle (Fig. 2.6). These stimuli were presented either at the center
of the measured RF, or 5 degrees away from the RF center toward peripheral
visual field. For details of stimuli, see Chapter 2.

2.4 Stimulus selection and composition of multiple stimuli
All the experimental results presented in this thesis were recorded from the
middle face patches MF (medial fundus, Fig. 2.7) and anterior patches AL (anterior lateral). Neurons in the face patches are face selective (>90%, see [67]),
and MF/AL neurons are tuned to a head-orientation of face image [89]. This
known response property allowed us to select highly effective preferred face
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Figure 2.6: Distractor proximity variation. distractor proximity was changed
such that vertical and horizontal separation between the preferred face and the
distractors were from 0, 2 (not shown) to 4 degrees. We also changed the
stimulus position, either the center of the measured RF or 5 degrees away from
RF center (in the peripheral visual field)

(face with preferred head orientation) and ineffective, non-preferred face (face
with non-preferred head orientation). AL neurons are also tuned to headorientation, but many of them are tuned in mirror-symmetric (i.e. respond
both to left and right side view) manner. In both patches, very few of them
are tuned to particular individuals, unlike in AM (anterior medial). Instead,
MF/AL neurons are in general tuned to one or two head-orientations and
respond to several different face identities. Few of neurons responded to a
particular individual among our stimulus set. These highly selective neurons
are often sparse responding with low spontaneous firing rate.
On each neuron we encountered, multiple experiments were run. The initial
experiment was to find a preferred face, non-preferred face (face distractor) and
non-preferred, non-face object (object distractor), in order to have sufficient
dynamic range to test either a face selective neuron takes average, max or
summation of inputs. To select the three images, we presented 147 different
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Figure 2.7: The target face selective cortex, MF. The panel (A) is a coronal
section showing the middle face patch, MF. Shown is functional MRI image
overlaid with structural MRI (T1 weighted), taken from one of the two monkeys
recorded (monkey J). The middle face patch MF locates bilaterally in the fundus
of the superior temporal sulcus (STS). The panel (B) is an inflated map of
macaque brain, showing 6 temporal and 3 frontal patches. Both temporal and
frontal patches are bilateral and known to have reciprocal connections to form
face processing network [88]. The vertical separator indicates that the data of
temporal and frontal patches are taken from two distinct studies [67, 155].
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images containing face, object and body (FOB stimulus) while recording from
a single unit. 80 of stimuli were face images, consisted of 40 human faces
and 40 monkey faces (because most neurons were selective to either human or
monkey faces, we included both macaque faces and human faces). For each
species, 8 individuals with 5 head-orientations were used: −90/90 degrees (full
profile view), −45/45 degrees (half profile view) and front view. 66 non-face
object stimuli consisted of technological objects, place views, fruits, monkey
bodies, human bodies and human hands, each of them containing 11 different
identities. Gray square with identical color as background (R128/G128/B128)
was also included as a control stimulus. Each stimulus was presented for 200
ms per image without inter-stimulus interval, and the image size was fixed at
4 degrees of visual angle. The image order was randomized and presented for
2.5 minutes to record approximately 5 repeats per image (calculation shown
in Equation 2.1).

200[ms/image] · 147 · x[image]
= 2.5[min]
103 [ms/sec] · 60[sec/min]

(2.1)

x ≈ 5.10[repeats]

Stimuli were presented at a putative RF center, which was determined by
moving stimulus position manually. Subject monkey was required to keep fixation on a center dot of the presentation screen 57 cm away from the eyes6 for
3-5 seconds in order to receive liquid reward (either water or juice). Eye position was measured by using infrared pupil tracking system (ETL-200, ISCAN
Inc.,Burlington, MA), and as soon as the eye position deflected more than 3∼5
degrees away from the fixation dot, reward stopped immediately. Mean firing
6

57 cm separation between eyes and a presentation screen equalizes 1 cm on the screen
to 1 degree of visual angle. For details, see E.
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rates to each stimulus were calculated online using custom MATLAB script,
and the preferred face, non-preferred face and non-preferred object were chosen
based on the firing rate (Fig. 2.8A) in order to use for following experiments.
Next, using the selected three stimuli we mapped the neuronal RFs. One
of the three selected stimuli were presented at one location of hexagonal grid
pattern (the grid was invisible, in Fig. 2.8B the grid is shown for explanation
purpose) on the stimulus presentation screen for 200 ms without inter stimulus interval. The grid was spanning 18 (vertical)× 24 (horizontal) degrees of
visual angle (presentation locations separated by 3 degrees), covering almost
the entire screen (68 presentation positions in total). RF mapping stimulus
was presented for 6.5 minutes, resulting approximately 10 repeats per stimulus presentation position, as shown in Equation 2.2. Fig. 2.8B shows the
three mapped RFs of an example neuron. All of the subsequent stimuli were
presented at the center of the RF of preferred face, unless otherwise noted.

200[ms/image] · 3x · 68[image]
= 6.5[min]
103 [ms/sec] · 60[sec/min]

(2.2)

x ≈ 9.56[repeats]

The remaining experiments were conducted to test multi-stimulus integration with variables introduced in Chapter 1: distractor number, category and
proximity. Fig. 2.9 shows the detail of the multiple stimuli we used for distractor category / numbers variation experiment (Cat/Num) and the distractor
variation experiment (Prox/Ecc). In both experiments, the preferred face was
placed at the center (except the control stimuli, see below). For the distractor
numbers / category variation experiment, 1, 2, 4 or 8 face distractors or 1,
2, 4 or 8 object distractors were placed around the preferred face. distractors
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Figure 2.8: Selection of stimuli and stimulus design. (A) Mean response
to 147 different visual stimuli of an example neuron. The most effective face
stimulus, the least effective face stimulus and the least effective non-face object
distractor are defined as preferred face, non-preferred face and non-preferred
object. (B) The defined preferred face, non-preferred face and non-preferred
object are presented at random location on the screen, in random order to map
RFs.
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were presented in point symmetric manner except in 1 distractor condition: 1
distractor could take any of the 8 presentation position surrounding the center
preferred face. Overall, 1, 2, 4 and 8 distractors had 8, 4, 2 and 1 position
variations, respectively. These stimuli were presented at the center of the
measured RF. For the Prox/Ecc experiment, distractor number is fixed to 8,
but distractor distrance (horizontal / vertical separation between images) was
varied from 0, 2 to 4 degrees of visual angle. Also, the stimulus position was
changed either the RF center or 5 degrees away from the RF center. Note that
we used heterogeneous, conspecific face distractors for the Prox/Ecc experiment. All of these combinatorial stimuli were presented for 400 ms with 200 ms
inter-stimulus interval to ensure enough late response phase (see Chapter 3).
In the Cat/Num experiment, we also included stimulus condition where
multiple preferred faces were presented instead of distractors (multiple preferred face condition). Other stimulus conditions we used were a large preferred
face, a large non-preferred face and, large non-preferred object, 9 non-preferred
faces and 9 non-preferred objects. These stimuli conditions are intended to
test whether neurons are coding area or number of stimulus but the result
from these stimuli will not be presented in this thesis. For control stimulus
conditions, we used same distractor configuration without the preferred face
(distractor only stimuli). These controls were needed to ensure that the impact
by face distractors and object distractors were equally small, independent on
the distractor numbers and / or distractor proximity. In total, the Cat/Num
experiment contained 27 stimulus conditions. We presented the Cat/Num experiment for 8.5 minutes, resulting in approximately 30 repeats per stimulus, as
shown in Equation 2.3. The Prox/Ecc experiment was presented for 5 minutes,
resulting in approximately 30 repeats / stimulus, as shown in Equation 2.47 .
7

The actual recorded trials could be less than these because we excluded trials when the
subject was not fixating on the screen, and frame loss occurred during the presentation.
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Figure 2.9: Design of multiple stimuli. (A) distractor number / category
variation stimuli. Preferred face was presented at the center, and 1,2,4 or 8
distractors were presented in surround positions. 1,2 and 4 distractors were
presented in point symmetry. (B) Prox/Ecc stimuli. Conspecific 8 different face
distractors (i.e. the 8 least effective conspecific distractors) were presented with
0, 2 or 4 degrees separation. The stimuli were presented at either the center of
measured RF or 5 degrees away from the center, toward peripheral visual field.
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Fig. 2.10 shows the overall workflow of the experiments for a given single neuron. It took approximately 22.5 minutes per neuron to complete these stimuli
(however when control experiments were presented also, the experiment took
longer).

600[ms/image] · 27 · x[image]
= 8.5[min]
103 [ms/sec] · 60[sec/min]

(2.3)

x ≈ 31.5[repeats]

600[ms/image] · 8 · x · 2[image]
= 6.5[min]
103 [ms/sec] · 60[sec/min]

(2.4)

x ≈ 31.2[repeats]

All of the stimuli shown in the Fig. 2.9 have the preferred face at the
center position, and placed at the center of RF. This stimulus design can
potentially make a confound effect of stimulus position: does a center stimulus
acquire privilege to have more representational resource, more than response
magnitude explained by the RF shape? Or, do face selective neurons have
a single principle to allocate representational resource to each visual image
only based on RF response magnitude at the position where the image was
presented? To discriminate these two possibilities, we ran position control
experiments on subtraction of the neurons: the preferred face is placed at the
surrounding location and a distractor was placed at the center position. Using
these stimuli, we studied if multiple visual stimuli could be represented, and
if so, how the representation differed across neurons and time.
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Find an approximate position of RF
by moving the stimulus manually
2.5 min
200 ms on / 0 ms off
~5 rep/stim

1) Extended FOB: 147 images including
8 humans and 8 monkeys with 5 head-orientation
select best/worst faces and worst obj.

6.5 min
200 ms on / 0 ms off
~10 rep/stim/position
8.5 min
400 ms on \ 200 ms off
~30 rep/stim

5 min
400 ms on / 200 ms off
30 rep/stim

2) RFmap, 3 images (best/worst faces, object)
select RF center to present subsequent stimuli
3) Distractor category/number variation (Cat/Num)
27 images total

4) Distractor proximity / eccentricity variation (Prox/Ecc)
8 images x 2 positions
total: 22.5 min per neuron

Figure 2.10: Experiment flow chart. Upon encountering a neuron, FOB stimulus was moved across the stimulus presentation screen to locate approximate
position of the RF. Then, (1) FOB stimulus was presented at the putative center of the RF to characterize stimulus selectivity. Next, using 3 selected stimuli
(preferred/non-preferred face and a non-preferred object), (2) RF was mapped.
RF center was manually selected based on RF calculated online to present subsequent stimuli. (3) Cat/Num experiment was presented at the RF center, and
(4) Prox/Ecc experiment was presented at the RF center and 5 degrees away
from the RF center.
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2.5 Targeting the face patch MF and AL
Three monkeys, two of Macaca mulatta (monkey Q, M) and one Macaca fascicularis (monkey J), were used for the recordings. MF recordings were conducted from monkey Q and J, whereas AL recordings were from monkey J and
M. Prior to recording sessions, we needed to localize the target face patches.
The monkeys were trained to keep fixation on a stimulus presentation screen
inside a fMRI scanner, and face patches were defined based on BOLD activity to face and non-face object images. During the fMRI acquisition, MION
(monocrystalline iron oxide nanoparticle) contrast agent was used to enhance
signal-to-noise ratio. Acquired fMRI data was overlaid with anatomical MRI
to be used in planning recording chamber placement.
To position the recording chamber, we used either Caret [156], OsiriX [157]
or Planner [158] software to calculate the position and angle of the chamber.
All three software packages display horizontal, vertical and sagittal section
(anatomical sections) of the brain image to visualize 3D image of the brain.
Therefore, we defined the angle of recording chamber within each section (e.g.
rotate 15 degrees to lateral side within coronal plane, and rotate 5 degrees
side). However, the common stereotaxic arm does not allow the user to make
a specific angle within each anatomical section. Rather, it has only two degrees
of freedom: tilt the stereotaxic arm and rotate the base of the stereotaxic arm.
Thus, in order to implant the planned recording chamber angle using the
stereotaxic arm, coordinates in the anatomical sections had to be converted
into stereotaxic arm coordinate. For detailed calculations, see Appendix C.
Within the implanted recording chamber a craniotomy was made and a
tungsten electrode (0.4 - 3 M Ω measured at 1000 Hz, FHC) was lowered
through the dura guided by a custom-made metal guide tube and Crist grid
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system [159]. The electrode was advanced by Narishige drive (MO-97A) for
pre-calculated traveling distance until few millimeters before the target face
patch. Then FOB stimulus was used to test neural selectivity to see if neurons were selective to faces. Once a recorded neuron was defined to be face
selective, we started experiment summarized in Fig. 2.10. For other details of
experimental procedures, see Appendix A.
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3
Single neuron response
properties and population
average

3.1 Single neuron response and population average to Category/Number variation experiment
45 and 69 neurons were recorded from the middle face patch MF of two male
adult rhesus macaques, Macaca mulatta (monkey Q) and Macaca fascicularis
(monkey J), respectively. Of 114 recorded neurons, 111 and 108 neurons were
analyzed for Cat/Num and Prox/Ecc experiment, respectively. Most of the
analyses presented in this chapter are based on mean firing rates either across
trials or neurons. For the population readout analyses (taking response pattern
of the population into account) and computer modeling, see Chapter 4 and 5.
Fig. 3.1 shows an example neuronal response to the Cat/Num stimuli. The
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neuron showed an initial peaked response and later plateau phase, which we
defined as the early and the late phase, respectively. The borders of each
phase were defined as follows. The early phase was the first 100 ms of the
high amplitude response after the response onset, and the late phase was defined such that it contains approximately equal number of spikes as the early
phase. Specifically, spikes across all the recorded neurons were accumulated
for calculation, and we found 250 ms time window from 150 ms to 399 ms
after the response onset contains approximately equal number of spikes as the
early phase. Thereby we can (a) equalize the noise level (i.e. standard error
of the mean is proportional to inverse square root of entry numbers) , and (b)
calculate discriminability per spike in these regions, as shown in Chapter 4.
The response onset was defined as the time when the mean firing rate crossed
the threshold, which was 3 standard deviations of the spontaneous activity.
As face distractor number increased from 1, 2, 4, to 8, the neuron showed
systematic response reduction both in the early and the late phase (Fig. 3.1,
left). Two-way ANOVA (factor 1: distractor number, factor 2: distractor
category) indicated that mean firing rate of the example neuron was reduced
significantly both at the early phase (F (4, 226) = 35.72, p = 4.04·10−23 <0.001)
and at the late phase (F (4, 226) = 10.39, p = 9.63 · 10−8 <0.001). Normalized
mean firing rate (arbitrary unit) and standard error of the mean (SEM) with
statistics are shown in Table 3.1.

For the detailed statistics of Tukey’s post-hoc pairwise significance test,
see Appendix J. When non-face object distractors were used, however, the
increasing number of object distractors also gave response reduction, but to a
lesser degree (Fig. 3.1, right and Table 3.1). Two-way ANOVA confirmed that
the mean firing rates with object distractors were significantly larger than
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Figure 3.1: Example neuronal response to the Cat/Num stimuli. (A) The
raster plot shows the occurrences of the spike in each trial for face (left) and
object (right) distractors, and the average of the raster plots is shown above.
Abscissa is time in millisecond (ms), and raster plots show each trial response.
Gray shadow is indicating the stimulus presentation duration, 400 ms. Dotted
lines indicate early and late phase, defined based on response latency. (B)
Normalized mean firing rates calculated within the time windows of the early
(left) or the late (right) phase.
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Table 3.1: Cat/Num experiment, MF single cell average response

Early
Face
0
1
2
4
8

Late
Obj

Face,

Obj

dist.
1 ± 0.0315
1 ± 0.0315
1 ± 0.0641
1 ± 0.0641
dist. 0.793 ± 0.0498 0.890 ± 0.0347 0.698 ± 0.0473 0.857 ± 0.0590
dist. 0.598 ± 0.0673 0.792 ± 0.0289 0.665 ± 0.0746 0.804 ± 0.0552
dist. 0.460 ± 0.0555 0.691 ± 0.0456 0.458 ± 0.0776 0.751 ± 0.0741
dist. 0.228 ± 0.0362 0.611 ± 0.0388 0.202 ± 0.0465 0.749 ± 0.0913

the firing rates with face distractors, both at the early phase (F (1, 226) =
47.69, p = 5.00 · 10−11 <0.001) and at the late phase (F (1, 226) = 29.37, p =
1.53 · 10−7 <0.001). Especially at the late phase, responses were robust against
the object distractor number increase. When one-way ANOVA was used to
test effect of object distractor number on mean firing rate (without considering
face distractor group), p-value did not reach significance (F (3, 102) = 0.49, p =
0.692>0.05). Tukey’s post-hoc test also showed no significance between any
pairs in the object distractor conditions at the late phase (see Appendix J).
Neurons recorded from MF showed large cell-to-cell difference in response
latencies (mean, µ = 90.3, standard deviation,σ = 49.2 ms after the stimulus onset). Thus, averaging across neurons involved a risk of mixing different
phases of responses resulting in obscureing the result. Thus, we subtracted response latency from each neuron to align the response onset before averaging
across neurons. Note that we preserved the latency difference, if any, across
different stimulus conditions. In other words, we defined one response latency
per neuron, and subtracted from all the responses recorded from that neuron.
The response latencies were calculated based on an average response to the
preferred face. The resulting latency-subtracted average firing rate showed a
qualitatively similar response pattern as population average without latency
subtraction (See Appendix F), but with a sharper initial rise (Fig. 3.2). Here44

after I use the term “population average” to mean the latency-subtracted average firing rate unless otherwise noted, but the result of all other analyses were
qualitatively similar for population average without latency subtraction. The
population average may or may not be normalized such that the maximum
firing rate equals 1. Spontaneous activity was subtracted before averaging,
thus the baseline equals 0. Overall, the average firing rate across 111 neurons showed a qualitatively similar response pattern as the single cell example
shown in Fig. 3.1. Increasing the number of distractors systematically reduced
the response, and face distractors reduced responses more than object distractors did (see Table 3.2 for mean firing rates and SEM).

Table 3.2: Cat/Num experiment, MF population average response

Early
Face
0
1
2
4
8

Late
Obj

Face,

Obj

dist.
1 ± 0.0453
1 ± 0.0453
1 ± 0.0603
1 ± 0.0603
dist. 0.722 ± 0.0425 0.826 ± 0.0444 0.738 ± 0.0508 0.795 ± 0.0471
dist. 0.504 ± 0.0387 0.692 ± 0.0406 0.633 ± 0.0565 0.783 ± 0.0546
dist. 0.389 ± 0.0359 0.575 ± 0.0397 0.571 ± 0.0584 0.738 ± 0.0565
dist. 0.306 ± 0.0340 0.496 ± 0.0397 0.443 ± 0.0603 0.766 ± 0.0640

We quantified this effect by two-way ANOVA (factor 1: distractor category, factor 2: distractor number). In both the early and the late phase,
face distractors significantly suppressed the firing rate compared to object distractors (early phase: F (1, 880) = 40.06, p = 3.92 · 10−10 <0.001, late phase:
F (1, 880) = 26.87, p = 2.70·10−7 <0.001). Reduction by the number of distractors was also significant (early phase: F (3, 880) = 41.06, p<10−25 <0.001, late
phase: F (3, 880) = 6.44, p = 2.60 · 10−4 <0.001)1 . In order to find which pair1

For the completeness: synergetic interaction between category and numbers did not
reach significance in neither phase (early: F (3, 880)) = 0.58, p = 0.631, late: F (3, 880) =
2.17, p = 0.0898).
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Figure 3.2: Population average response to the Cat/Num stimuli. (A) Latency subtracted population average (N=111). PSTHs show the time course of
responses to the preferred face with/without distractors (top) and distractors
without preferred face (bottom). (B) Mean firing rates of the population average at the early and the late phase. PF: preferred face, F1f, F2f, F4f, F8f: 1,2,4
or 8 face distractors with preferred face, F1o, F2o, F4o, F8o: 1,2,4 or 8 object
distractors with preferred face, 1f, 2f, 4f, 8f: 1,2,4 or 8 face distractors without
preferred face, 1o,2o,4o,8o: 1,2,4 or 8 object distractors without preferred face.
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wise significance, we conducted Tukey’s post-hoc test (Fig. 3.3). In the early
phase, most of the pairs showed significance, indicating systematic response
reduction by increasing number of distractors. In the late phase, however,
the object distractors and preferred face condition (Fig. 3.3B, right panel)
showed significance between zero distractors (preferred face only) and 2, 4,
8 distractors conditions but pairs across 1,2,4 or 8 distractors did not reach
significance, confirming our observation in Fig. 3.2: different numbers of the
object distractors do not affect firing rates as much as face distractors.. For
the detailed statistics of Tukey’s post-hoc test, see Appendix J. Thus, in the
Cat/Num experiment, the mean firing rate of single neurons was reduced with
increasing number of distractors, and/or with object distractors rather than
face distractors.
We found a categorical difference of the distractor in suppressing the response to the preferred face. Namely, face distractors suppress the response of
face selective neurons more than object distractors. One trivial, uninteresting
explanation would be that object distractors themselves are driving the neurons more strongly than face distractors: that’s why the preferred face with
the object distractors gave larger responses. However, this possibility was excluded. As shown in Fig. 3.2A (bottom), the response to the face distractors
and object distractors alone (i.e. no preferred face) elicited quite comparable
and weak response at the early phase. At the late phase, responses were almost
at the baseline2 (i.e. spontaneous activity) and difference was not significant
2

At the early phase, the responses to face distractors themselves were significantly
different from the responses to object distractors (with Two-way ANOVA, early phase:
F (1, 883) = 10.3, p = 0.0014<0.05, late phase: F (1, 883) = 0.41, p = 0.521>0.05). Although the statistics reached the significance, however, it cannot hamper our argument: if
the observed larger response reduction due to the face distractor is because of smaller drive
provided by face distractor themselves, the face distractor need to elicit larger response
than object distractors. However, the opposite result was shown in here: object distractors elicited smaller response. In any case, the difference between responses to distractors
without preferred face was too small to explain the suppression by intra-category (i.e. face)
distractor and by increasing distractor numbers.
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Figure 3.3: Significance test from ANOVA and Tukey’s post-hoc test. (A)
Early phase, face distractors and preferred face conditions (left) and object
distractors and preferred face conditions (right). Bar heights were normalized
to highlight the proportion of reduction. (B) Same as (A) but with the late
phase data.
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either (F (1, 883) = 0.41, p = 0.521>0.05). Therefore, the distractor categorydependent suppression cannot be ascribed to the difference in the magnitude
of the response distractors elicited to neurons. See Table 3.3 for mean firing
rates and SEM.

Table 3.3: Cat/Num distractor-only control, MF population average response

Early
Face
1
2
4
8

Late
Obj

Face,

dist. 0.101 ± 0.0169 0.0524 ± 0.0125 0.00369 ± 0.0198
dist. 0.0927 ± 0.0182 0.0497 ± 0.0150 −0.0146 ± 0.0215
dist. 0.0862 ± 0.0200 0.0470 ± 0.0176 −0.0372 ± 0.0204
dist. 0.0846 ± 0.0205 0.0333 ± 0.0186 −0.0601 ± 0.0221

Obj
−0.0133 ± 0.0176
−0.0208 ± 0.0201
−0.0519 ± 0.0195
−0.0548 ± 0.0205

As shown in Fig. 3.2A, difference between responses elicited by face and
object distractors were very small at the early phase , and almost no difference
at the late phase. No significance was found across different distractor numbers
at the early phase (ANOVA, F (3, 883) = 0.37, p = 0.7753>0.05) but weak
significance was found at the late phase (F (3, 883) = 2.83, p = 0.0376<0.05).
Assuming that response to distractors themselves (i.e. without the preferred face) were sufficiently weak compared to the response to stimulus condition containing the preferred face3 , we compared the impact of face and object
distractor by normalizing the mean firing rates and fitting a rational function
to them:

R=

1
1 + αx

3

(3.1)

This assumption was verified with ANOVA: the responses to 1,2,4 or 8 distractors (either
faces or objects) with or without the preferred face were significantly different indicated
by 1-way ANOVA F (1, 1774) = 855.37, p = 8.59 · 10−154 <0.001 at the early phase and
F (1, 1774) = 1156.91, p = 1.17 · 10−195 <0.001 at the late phase. Especially at the late
phase, the response to distractors was almost flat (or slightly suppressive for some neuron).
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In Equation 3.1, α is a free parameter to fit and x is distractor number
(0, 1, 2, 4, 8). Recorded neural responses were averaged at the early or at
the late phase, and normalized such that the response to the preferred face
was equal to one. Within this configuration, if α is equal to zero, dependency
on distractor number disappears and a neuron become a max neuron. If α is
equal to one instead, the neuron is taking an average of the inputs provided
by the preferred face and distractor(s), given that the response to distractor
themselves are sufficiently smaller than 1. Fig. 3.4 shows that at the early
phase (panel A) most of the neuron had the α value in between 0 and 1, and
α values were smaller for face distractor conditions (i.e. most of the values are
under the diagonal line of unity), confirming that face distractors had larger
impact on reducing the mean firing rate. At the late phase, α values shifted
toward zero, indicating that at the late phase more neurons behaved similar
to the max neuron. Few neurons showed max-like response in both the early
and the late phase (Fig. 3.4, black points near the origin). We investigate this
finding and the underlying mechanism further in Chapter 5.

3.2 Single neuron response and population average to Proximity/Eccentricity variation
experiment
Fig. 3.5 shows the raster plot and average firing rate of an example neuron
responding to Prox/Ecc stimulus. As distractor distance became shorter, the
firing rate of the example neuron was reduced. One-way ANOVA testing differences in mean firing rates in the 4 stimulus conditions showed decrease in
both the early phase (F (3, 162) = 40.26, p = 1.70 · 10−19 <0.001) and the late
50
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phase, although the latter did not reach significance in this particular example
neuron (F (3, 162) = 1.08, p = 0.3596>0.05). See Table 3.4 for mean firing
rates and SEM.

Table 3.4: Prox/Ecc experiment, MF single cell average response

Early
Center
0 dist.
L dist.
M dist.
S dist.

Late
Periphery

Center,

Periphery

1 ± 0.100
1 ± 0.161
1 ± 0.138
1 ± 0.122
0.378 ± 0.0381 0.415 ± 0.0881 0.899 ± 0.0737 0.451 ± 0.0570
0.331 ± 0.0429 0.435 ± 0.0661 0.776 ± 0.0713 0.332 ± 0.0357
0.163 ± 0.0234 0.170 ± 0.0474 0.805 ± 0.0736 0.419 ± 0.0528

When the stimuli were presented at the periphery of RF, the distractors also suppressed neural responses, shown by one-way ANOVA (The early
phase: F (3, 153) = 11.53, p = 7.37 · 10−7 <0.001, The late phase: F (3, 153) =
14.84, p = 1.57 · 10−8 <0.05). The mean firing rate between stimulus groups including distractors with a preferred face (the preferred face with large, medium
or short distance distractors) and without a preferred face (large, medium or
short distractors without the preferred face) was also significant at RF center (The early phase: F (1, 287) = 64.45, p = 2.56 · 10−14 <0.001, the late
phase: F (1, 287) = 152.66, p = 2.08 · 10−28 <0.05). However, at RF periphery, the presence of a preferred face did not show significantly different firing
rates (The early phase: F (1, 281) = 1.88, p = 0.172>0.05, the late phase:
F (1, 281) = 1.82, p = 0.179>0.05). This was because at RF periphery, addition of distractors suppressed neural response enough so that the responses
were indistinguishable from the responses to distractors themselves. Additionally, distractors with decreasing distance did not elicit systematic response
reduction as seen in RF center presentation. For Tukey’s post-hoc test showing
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pairwise significance, see Appendix J. See Table 3.4 for mean firing rates and
SEM.
Population average firing rate (Fig. 3.6) of the 106 recorded neurons4
showed qualitatively same pattern in the early and the late phase. Similar
to the Cat/Num experiment, we subtracted the response onset latency to average responses across recorded neurons. As shown in Fig. 3.6, distractors
with decreasing distances reduced the mean firing rate significantly at the
early phase (F (3, 428) = 37.6, p = 1.38 · 10−21 <0.001) and at the late phase
(F (3, 428) = 27.97, p = 1.55 · 10−16 <0.001). Distractors also reduced mean
firing rates when stimuli were presented at the RF periphery. Both at the
early phase (F (3, 428) = 20.3, p = 2.57 · 10−12 <0.001) and at the late phase
(F (3, 428) = 24.08, p = 2.04 · 10−14 <0.001) ANOVA showed significance response reduction. See Table 3.5 for mean firing rates and SEM.

Table 3.5: Prox/Ecc experiment, MF population average response

Early
Center
0 dist.
L dist.
M dist.
S dist.

Late
Periphery

Center,

Periphery

1 ± 0.0500
1 ± 0.0924
1 ± 0.100
1 ± 0.103
0.596 ± 0.0502 0.386 ± 0.0579 0.601 ± 0.0529 0.282 ± 0.0654
0.497 ± 0.0481 0.346 ± 0.0556 0.476 ± 0.0504 0.199 ± 0.0640
0.323 ± 0.0368 0.381 ± 0.0664 0.319 ± 0.0492 0.227 ± 0.0730

Consistent with the observation in the single neuron, one difference we
found between RF center and RF periphery condition was the significance between different distractor proximity. For example, the preferred face and short
distance distractor condition (PF+SD) gave significantly smaller mean firing
rate compared to the preferred face and large distance distractor condition
4

The reason why we have fewer recorded neuron in the Prox/Ecc experiment is simply
because this experiment was conducted at the end of the entire recording stream for one
neuron: longer recording time entails higher risk of losing a neuron (see Chapter 2).
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Figure 3.5: An example neural response to the Prox/Ecc experiment. (A,
left) Stimulus presentation at the RF center. (A, right) Stimulus presentation
at RF periphery. Raster plots show each trial response. Gray shadow indicates
stimulus presentation duration (400 ms with 200 ms inter-stimulus interval).
Top PSTH indicates mean firing rate in 10 ms time bin. Dotted lines indicate
early and late phase, defined based on response latency. (B) Normalized mean
firing rates calculated within the time windows of the early (left) or the late
(right) phase.
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(PF+LD) when stimuli were presented at RF center. In the RF periphery presentations, however, this condition did not show significance. In other words,
at the RF periphery, neurons reduce their response in presence of distractors,
but did not change response magnitude with distractor proximity. For details
of Tukey’s post-hoc test result, see Appendix J.

3.3 Response dependency on receptive field size
One might expect that the suppressive effect caused by distractors depends on
RF size. For example, a neuron with a smaller RF excludes distractors out
of RF to have robust response to the preferred face regardless of the presence
of distractors. However, the results so far looked independent of neuronal RF
size: both large RF neurons and small RF neurons showed similar response reductions in both Cat/Num and Prox/Ecc experiment (Fig. 3.7A,B). We quantified RF size by calculating RF index (see Appendix A) and calculated correlation coefficient between the index and response reduction magnitude by
face distractor numbers (r = −0.120 (early phase) / 0.0685 (late phase)), by
object distractor numbers (r = −0.119 (early phase) / 0.0685 (late phase)),
or by face/object category difference (r = 0.112 (early phase) / 0.094 (late
phase)) but correlation did not reach significance (p-values are 0.237(early) /
0.546(late), 0.244(early) / 0.546(late), 0.253(early) / 0.409(late), respectively).
Thus, response reduction by distractors are consistent across recorded neurons
independent of RF size.
However, when multiple preferred faces were presented, the response was
highly predicted by the RF size (Fig. 3.7C). The correlation between RF
size index and the response to multiple preferred faces were highly significant
(r = 0.421, p = 1.58 · 105 <0.001). When a RF can encompass all the preferred
face presented, neural response stayed high or even increased with increasing
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Figure 3.6: Population average response to the Prox/Ecc experiment. (A,C)
Stimulus presentation at RF center. (A) Latency subtracted population average
(N=108). PSTHs show the time course of responses to the preferred face with
or without distractors (top) and distractors without preferred face (bottom).
(C) Mean firing rates of the population average at the early and the late phase.
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number of preferred face (though the magnitude of increase was much smaller
than a sum of all inputs). In contrast, however, if a RF is too small to encompass all of the preferred faces, the neural response was reduced, as if the
preferred faces were acting like a non-preferred, distractor face. Thus, RF field
size affects a neuronal integration of preferred faces, but not an integration of
distracters.

3.4 Response reduction was not dependent on
preferred face position
Finally, we compared the results from Cat/Num experiment to position control
experiment. Fig. 3.8 shows the average firing rate of the 15 neurons from which
the control experiments were recorded. The average firing rate in the position
control experiment showed smaller firing rate magnitude, as expected from the
fact that the preferred face was presented at the periphery of the RF, which is
by definition less effective than the center. Similarly, responses to distractors
without the preferred face showed larger firing rates than the Cat/Num experiment, also expected from the fact that a distractor occupied the RF center, the
most effective visual field driving the neuron. See Table 3.6, 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9
for mean firing rates and SEM (note that firing rates are not normalized).

Nonetheless, average of the position control experiment showed response
reduction similar as the Cat/Num experiment at the early phase (Two-way
ANOVA, factor1: distractor number, factor2: Cat/Num vs. position control
experiment, Cat/Num: F (4, 129) = 7.6, p = 1.58 · 10−5 <0.001 position control experiment: F (4, 129) = 2.54, p = 0.043<0.05), although late phase did
not reached the significance (Cat/Num experiment: F (4, 129) = 1.92, p =
58

Table 3.6: Cat/Num experiment, average of 15 representative neurons

Early

Late

Face
0
1
2
4
8

Obj

Face,

Obj

dist. 46.5 ± 1.73 46.5 ± 1.73 22.9 ± 0.325
dist. 32.3 ± 1.10 39.3 ± 1.32 14.4 ± 0.182
dist. 23.7 ± 0.709 29.6 ± 1.36 12.4 ± 0.232
dist. 16.4 ± 0.501 23.1 ± 0.697 12.4 ± 0.280
dist. 9.44 ± 0.440 19.1 ± 0.517 10.7 ± 0.153

22.9 ± 0.325
14.9 ± 0.178
15.4 ± 0.167
15.0 ± 0.234
14.1 ± 0.154

Table 3.7: Position control, average of 15 representative neurons

Early
Face
0
1
2
4
8

Late
Obj

Face,

Obj

dist. 27.4 ± 1.20 27.4 ± 1.20 13.6 ± 0.175
dist. 18.0 ± 1.00 20.0 ± 1.08 9.09 ± 0.169
dist. 15.1 ± 0.807 16.9 ± 0.951 6.51 ± 0.148
dist. 11.0 ± 0.807 13.4 ± 0.900 6.70 ± 0.0965
dist. 7.06 ± 0.710 12.8 ± 0.821 4.31 ± 0.182

13.6 ± 0.175
8.08 ± 0.183
8.21 ± 0.180
6.32 ± 0.167
8.73 ± 0.211

Table 3.8: Cat/Num distractor-only control, average of 15 representative neurons

Early
Face
1
2
4
8

dist.
dist.
dist.
dist.

Late
Obj

Face,

Obj

2.45 ± 0.368 0.794 ± 0.262
0.154 ± 0.0763 −0.974 ± 0.0879
2.31 ± 0.569
1.09 ± 0.317
−0.564 ± 0.0636 −0.581 ± 0.0623
1.93 ± 0.616 0.273 ± 0.350
−1.20 ± 0.0741 −0.258 ± 0.0879
1.85 ± 0.162 −0.217 ± 0.106 −0.735 ± 0.0618
0.549 ± 0.105
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Table 3.9: Position control distractor-only, average of 15 representative neurons

Early
Face
1
2
4
8

Late
Obj

dist. 5.26 ± 0.910
3.47 ± 0.796
dist. 3.59 ± 0.834
2.69 ± 0.738
dist. 2.98 ± 0.693
1.50 ± 0.639
dist. 3.99 ± 0.707 −0.0594 ± 0.418

Face,

Obj

5.26 ± 0.910
3.59 ± 0.834
2.98 ± 0.693
43.99 ± 0.707

3.48 ± 0.796
3.47 ± 0.796
2.69 ± 0.738
1.50 ± 0.639

0.111>0.05, position control experiment: F (4, 129) = 1.31, p = 0.271>0.05).
No difference in mean values was found5 in the Cat/Num experiment and position control experiment, both in the early (F (1, 264) ∼ 0, p = 0.975>0.05)
and the late (F (1, 264) = 0.57, p = 0.451>0.05) phase.

3.5 Summary
To summarize, we found neurons reduced their firing rates to its preferred face,
with increasing number of distractors and with face distractors, more than object distractors. These effects are independent on neural RF size. The only
response we observed that dependded on RF size was the response to multiple preferred faces, where faces outside of the RF cause response suppression
similar to face distractors. The neuronal firing rates were also reduced with
closer distractor proximity at RF center, but at RF periphery, distractors did
not cause systematic response reduction with shortening distractor distance.

5

In order to equalize the difference in the peak magnitude, both data in Cat/Num and
position control experiment were normalized such that population average response to the
preferred face is equal to 1.
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Figure 3.8: Position control experiment. Each panel shows latency subtracted
population average (N=15) of position control experiment (above) with the preferred face presented at the peripheral RF, and main experiment (below) with
the preferred face presented at the center RF. Note that above and below abscissa have different scale, but the scales are fixed across panels. (A) The preferred face and face distractor conditions. (B) The preferred face and object
distractor conditions. (C) Face distractor without preferred face.(D) Object
distractor without preferred face.
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4
Population readout

4.1 Representation in the pattern of neural responses
We observed that with increasing number of distractors, with face distractors
rather than object distractors, and with closer distractors the mean neuronal
firing rate was reduced. This result might indicate that the neural representation of the preferred face was degraded by these distractors. However,
while average firing rate is a simple and easy way to visualize the data, it can
potentially obscure the representation within the response pattern across the
recorded neurons. In other words, small fluctuation could create a pattern
of activity in the neural population to encode the stimulus from the outside
world, even if such a pattern could be averaged out. For example, Stokes et al.
showed that the response pattern of neural population could encode information, even under a very small magnitude change in average firing rate [160].
The reason why the averaging operation can compromise the actual stimulus representation can be seen in Fig. 3.2. In the top two panels, “preferred face
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with 2 face distractors” and “preferred face with 4 object distractors” show
approximately same average response. However, these two stimulus conditions
could be represented very differently in the representation space spanned by
neural population. Fig. 4.1 provides an explanation. The Top panel shows a
representation space spanned by two hypothetical face selective neurons, responding to face distractor and/or object distractor, in addition to a preferred
face. Each dot is showing two neurons’ responses to a stimulus combination.
Two entries in the parenthesis indicate whether the face distractor and object
distractor is present (“1”) or absent (“0”), respectively. For example, B(1, 0)
means face distractor is present, and object distractor is absent. Averaging
corresponds to the following operation: project each dot to the diagonal line
of unity (x = y. See Appendix H for explanation of why diagonal projection
corresponds to averaging). The result is shown in the bottom left panel of
Fig. 4.1. The average correctly captures the large activity difference between
no distractor presence (D(0, 0), preferred face without any distractor) and both
distractor presence (A(1, 1)) condition. However, the condition B(1, 0) and
C(0, 1), where one of the distractors is presented, are positioned very closely
even though they are well separated in the original representation space. This
is because the neuron #1 and neuron #2 are particularly responsive to one
of the stimuli, but not to the other. Thus, the averaging cancels out these
responses to give similarly moderate values. This indicates that a pair of close
population averages shown in the last chapter might in fact be very distinctly
represented in the original representation space.
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of average, PCA and ICA. The top panel shows hypothetical two face selective neurons responding to a combination of face distractor
and/or object distractor, in addition to a preferred face. The four data points
A, B, C and D show different stimulus condition with “0” and “1” indicating
absence and presence of the (face distractor, object distractor), respectively.
For example, B(1, 0) means face distractor is present, but object distractor is
absent. The imaginary dotted line is highlighting the shape of the data distribution. Average (across neurons) operation, PCA and ICA are applied to this
distribution and presented at the bottom panels. (Left) Result of an average
operation. The average operation corresponds to projecting the four points onto
the line of unity, and read either x (abscissa) or y (ordinate) value of them (see
Appendix H). (Middle) PCA result. PCA finds a new set of axes such that
each axis captures as much variance of the distribution as possible, resulting in
rotating the original axes. (Right) ICA result. ICA “whiten” the distribution,
namely equalize the variances along both dimensions (i.e. both along x and y
axes) to find a new set of axes on which marginal distributions have minimum
Gaussianity. For simplicity, the distributions are shown with non-zero means
along both dimensions (i.e. both along x and y axes) but in the actual PCA
and ICA the means of distribution were subtracted to center the distribution
on the origin. For the details, see the main text.
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4.2 How to capture representation in the high
dimensional space spanned by population
However, one issue with treating data without averaging it is visualization. If
N cells were recorded with c different stimulus conditions, we need to seek a
representation in N × c matrix, which makes it difficult to grasp the overall
response pattern at a glance. One way to solve this problem is to apply dimensional reduction technique, such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA) or
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). For the relationship between PCA and
SVD, see Appendix I. These analyses reassign the original axes to the calculated eigenvectors, which capture the largest variance in the data distributed
in the representation space. The eigenvectors are calculated from a covariance
matrix of the original data, and sorted in descending order of eigenvalues. Each
eigenvalue indicates the captured variance in the direction of its corresponding eigenvector. Therefore, eigenvectors associated with small eigenvalues can
be safely omitted without large reduction of total explained variance, which
means reducing the dimension of the original space, while capturing the principal pattern of activity.
PCA and SVD subtract the mean of the distributed data (center the distribution to the origin) to extract the standard deviation of the distribution [161].
This means that if the data distribution is a multi-dimensional Gaussian (which
is defined only by means and standard deviations), PCA can successfully summarize the distribution in the low dimensional space. In this case, marginal
distributions along each axis (eigenvector) has a shape of a Gaussian. However,
Gaussian marginal distribution can be a problem in terms of decomposing information in the representation space. The reason is as follows: the Central
Limit Theorem states that a linear summation of random two samples taken
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from two arbitrary distribution will distribute close to Gaussian. In other
words, marginal Gaussian distribution indicates that the axis is representing
a mixture of information. Fig. 4.1 demonstrates this problem. The bottom
middle panel shows the result of PCA applied to the original representation
space shown at the top panel. PCA captures the diagonals of original tilted
square shaped distribution for its largest standard deviation. The horizontal
axis (PC1) has A (0, 0) on the left side close to the origin, B (1, 0) and C
(0, 1) on the middle, and D (0, 0) on the right side (which is also similar to
the average shown in bottom left panel). Thus, from left to right, both the
presence of face distractor stimulus and object distractor stimulus are changing. In other words, this axis represents the mixture of face distractor and
object distractor stimuli (the same logic can be applied to the vertical axis).
Additionally, because PCA captures the largest variance, the first eigenvector,
i.e. PC1 can potentially be very similar to the population average. This can
be appreciated by projecting both the population average (Fig. 4.1, left panel)
and the PCA result (Fig. 4.1, middle panel) to the horizontal axes. Therefore,
PCA is a convenient tool to grasp the shape of the representation, but axes
can contain mixed information which often makes data interpretation difficult.

Both averaging and PCA could compromise or mix the information in the
original representation space. In order to find axes each of which is representing only one kind of stimulus information, we looked at higher order statistics
(i.e. third or higher order) using Independent component analysis (ICA). ICA
finds axes whose marginal distribution is non-Gaussian (because a Gaussian
distribution indicates mixed information source, as described above) by using
higher order statistics such as kurtosis or skewness [162]. Because Gaussian
distribution has zero value of higher order statistics, these higher order statistics can be used as a measurement of non-Gaussianity (practically, the absolute
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values are used to quantify distance from Gaussian). The bottom right panel
of Fig. 4.1 demonstrates the ICA result. In the marginal distribution of the
horizontal axis (IC1), A(1, 1), B(1, 0) are on the left, and C(0, 1) and D(0,
0) are on the right. Thus, the horizontal axis is representing the presence
of object distractor stimulus, independent of the presence of face distractor
stimulus (the same logic is applied to the vertical direction). Another way to
see independence in ICA is to determine the data point given a value on one
axis. For example, knowing the value of data C or D on the horizontal axes
cannot determine one point because data C and D have the common value
(i.e. underspecified). However, in the PCA result, knowing the value of data
D on horizontal axis defines one point in the data distribution. Thus, PCA
axes are not independent, and ICA axes are independent. There are several
algorithms for running ICA, including kurtosis-based, entropy-based and mutual information-based, but the underlying principle is similar as above. In
the subsequent analyses, we applied Bell-Sejnowski infomax algorithm [163]
(MATLAB code based on DTU:toolbox [164]).

4.3 Independent representations of the multiple stimuli in the population activity pattern
According to the thought experiment in the last section, when PCA was applied to the Cat/Num experiment the resulting PCs had mixed information, as
shown in the Fig. 4.2. The PC1 coefficients have qualitatively similar pattern
as the population average (see Fig. 3.2), also consistent with the thought experiment. PC2 and PC3 seemed to represent mixed information of distractor
category, distractor number and mean firing rate.
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Figure 4.2: PCA applied to the Cat/Num experiment. Unit is arbitrary (normalized firing rate). (Top) Three PCs from the early phase. PC1, PC2 and PC3
captured 83%, 6% and 4% of total variance, respectively. (Bottom) Three PCs
from the late phase. PC1, PC2 and PC3 captured 79%, 6% and 6% of total
variance, respectively.

We confirmed that PCs have mixed information by running DPCA (Demixed
PCA [165]), which could potentially separate stimulus information1 and ascribe
as much as possible to each PC, while maintaining the orthogonality of the
axes. When it was applied to the data, DPCA resulted in almost the same
result as PCA (thus, DPCA could not completely ”demix” the components).
The result is shown in Fig. 4.3. The DPC1 is similar to the population average,
and all of the DPCs have mixed information (For details, see the caption of
Fig. 4.3). One small difference from PCA is that the DPC2 and DPC3 in the
late phase are swapped, but since the explained variance by PC2 and PC3 had
very similar explained variance in PCA (both 6%, see the caption of Fig. 4.2),
we think this result is neither robust nor consistent.
DPCA also showed that each DPC represents a mixture of information: in
the early phase for example, 77% of variance in DPC1 was given by either a
1

In DPCA stimulus group was provided by user, thus DPCA is not completely unsupervised algorithm as PCA.
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preferred face is either present or absence (variable which is directly related to
mean firing rate), but 11% of the variance was explained by the mixture of the
existence of a preferred face, distractor number and distractor category. Similarly, while 55 % of DPC2 was explained by difference in distractor number,
but 40% of variances are explained by presence of a preferred face, difference
in distractor number and category. Also 63% of variance in DPC3 was explained by distractor category difference, while 20% of variance was mixture
of presence of a preferred face, difference in distracter number and category.
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Figure 4.3: DPCA applied to the Cat/Num experiment. Unit is arbitrary
(normalized firing rate). (Top) Three DPCs from the early phase. DPC1, DPC2
and DPC3 captured 84%, 6% and 3% of total variance, respectively. (Bottom)
Three DPCs from the late phase. DPC1, DPC2 and DPC3 captured 80%, 7%
and 5% of total variance, respectively.

To test whether population activity pattern gives axes with independent
stimulus information, we applied linear ICA to the population activity matrix.
Because ICA does not reduce the dimension of matrix2 , SVD was used first to
reduce the original N (number of recorded neuron) dimension to k dimensions
2

To be precise, PCA also does not reduce the dimension per se, but variance explained
by given PCs are in descending order such that a user can discard PCs with small explained
variance - resulting in reducing dimension - without compromising total explained variance.
ICA on the other hand does not provide ICs with decaying explained variance.
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(k is an arbitrary number, determined by user based on number of information
needed to be represented). Then, ICA was applied to find s independent
components across which minimal mutual information was contained. The
analysis streamline is illustrated in Fig. 4.4.

Figure 4.4: The concept of dimension reduction followed by ICA. The original response matrix was N × c two-dimensional matrix, where N is number
of the recorded neurons and c is the number of stimulus conditions. Matrix
elements were time average of either early or late phase response. SVD reduced
the first dimension from N to either 5 (Cat/Num experiment) or 3 (Prox/Ecc
experiment). From this dimension-reduced space, ICA found independent components based on Bell-Sejnowski Infomax algorithm.

We found independent components represent stimulus parameter we used
in the Cat/Num experiment (Fig. 4.5). IC1 represented the distractor number.
Note that sign and amplitude (i.e. bar graph direction and absolute height) is
irrelevant in ICs 3 . Thus, only relative heights of the bars are important. The
four blue (face distractors and preferred face conditions) bars and yellow bars
(object distractors and preferred face conditions) look identical, indicating that
IC1 was counting the distractor independent of distractor category. However,
3

In ICA, the original data is reproduced as a linear combination of an IC matrix and a
mixing matrix. Because both of the IC matrix and mixing matrix, multiplying an IC with a
scalar value can be cancelled out by dividing a mixing matrix by the scalar value (and vice
versa). Therefore, the magnitude and signs of the ICs are underspecified.
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IC2 and IC3 depended on distractor category. IC2 had peaks only at the
preferred face and object distractors condition (the 6 - 9th bars from the
left, yellow-brown color group). Similarly, IC3 had peaks at preferred face
and face distractors conditions (the 2 - 5th bars from the left, blue - green
bar group). Note that the ICs are ordered according to their explanatory
power, similar to the explained variance in PCA (responses to the preferred
face and face distractors were smaller than responses to the preferred face
and object distractors, therefore the latter represented IC2). IC4 and IC5
represented face and object distractors without the preferred face, respectively.
As described in the last chapter, the responses without the preferred face were
very weak at the early phase, and almost same as baseline firing rate in the
late phase. Moreover, there were almost no magnitude differences between
face and object distractors. Nevertheless, IC4 and IC5 discriminated face and
object distractors, both at the early and the late phase. This finding was
similar when we varied the distractor proximity. Regardless of the phase,
the stimulus information was represented in the ICs. IC1 represented the
preferred face (without distractors), IC2 represented the distractor distance at
the preferred face with distractor condition, and IC3 represented the distractor
distance at the distractor only control condition. However, when we varied the
eccentricity of stimulus position, we found slightly different representation at
the RF center and RF periphery. At the RF center (Fig. 4.5B), preferred face
(without distractor, the red bar), preferred face with distractors (the blue bars,
2 - 4th from the left), distractors without preferred face (the green bars, 5 7th from the left) were separated in IC1, IC2 and IC3, respectively. However,
at the RF periphery, preferred face with distractors and preferred face without
distractors are grouped together (Fig. 4.5C)4 . This may indicate that at the
4

For example, IC2 in Fig. 4.5 has similar peaks at “preferred face with medium distance
distractors”, “preferred face with small distance distractors”, “medium distance distractors
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RF periphery the stimulus information could be compromised. Thus, although
minor differences were present, ICs in the early and late phase revealed almost
the same information contents, despite the large magnitude difference in the
mean firing rate of the early and the late phase.

4.4 Quantifying discriminability assessing temporal transition of representation
ICA revealed the representation of stimulus information in the pattern of population activity. This showed that the neural population was able to discriminate each stimulus condition, instead of its representation being compromised
by the distractors. To quantify the detectability, we ran a supervised algorithm
on the same data (using Neural Decoding Toolbox [166]) to study whether distractor category, distractor number and distractor proximity could be decoded
from the response. The algorithm used was machine learning based on a population vector calculated in the training phase (either the early or the late
phase response were used), and tested within the same phase (for detail, see
Appendix A). As described in Chapter 3, the early phase and the late phase
were defined such that both phase have approximately equal number of spikes.
This design allowed us to quantify information content, or discriminability per
unit spike in each phase (because each phase is defined such that they have
approximately the same number of spikes). Fig. 4.6A shows the decoder performance. The discriminabilities were above chance level in both the early and
in the late phase, and the difference in performances were not significant in
the early and the late phase, although response magnitudes were significantly
without preferred face” and “small distance distractors without preferred face”, may indicate
that the IC2 is mixing stimulus conditions where distractors have certain distance, regardless
of presence of the preferred face.
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Figure 4.5: High-dimensional representation preserves stimulus discriminability. Dimensions originally spanned by neural population are reduced to 5 or
3 using SVD followed by ICA. Color code and abbreviation follows Fig. 3.2
and 3.6. (A) Cat/Num experiment. Each bar corresponds to IC value of the 18
conditions used in Fig. 3.2. (B) Prox/Ecc experiment at RF center. Each bar
corresponds to IC value of the 7 conditions used in Fig. 3.6. (C) Same as (B),
but the stimuli were presented at the periphery of RF.
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different as we saw in Chapter 3. This led us to another speculation that the
neural coding scheme might have changed from the early to the late phase.
As a first attempt to compare the coding scheme in the early phase and
the late phase, we ran the temporal cross-training analysis (also in Neural
Decoding Toolbox, Fig. 4.6B). In this analysis, instead of training and testing
a machine in the same time frame, a machine is tested in one particular window,
while trained in all time windows. As seen in the Fig. 4.6B, we found a twoblock pattern: a small in the block upper left corner (100∼200 ms after the
stimulus presentation) corresponding to the early phase, and a larger bottom
right block (250∼400 ms after the stimulus presentation) corresponding to the
late phase. This two block pattern indicated that within the early and late
phase the coding scheme was similar (in other words, one can train and test the
machine within different time windows to obtain a high decoding performance),
but the coding scheme was different from the early to the late phase (otherwise
we should see one large block pattern). Then, how did the encoding scheme
change? We explore this question further in the next chapter using a computer
model.
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Figure 4.6: Decoding analysis on population activity. The machine learning
algorithm based on correlation between population vectors was used to quantify
decoding accuracy (Neural Decoding Toolbox [166]). (A) From left to right,
decoding results of distractor category, distractor numbers, proximity at RF
center and proximity at RF periphery. For category decoding, stimuli with
different distractor numbers were grouped together as long as distractor category
was same (i.e. face or object). Similarly, for number decoding, stimuli with
different distractor categories were grouped together. Chance levels are shown
with the orange horizontal line. Error bars are standard deviations over 50
resample runs. (B) Temporal-cross-training analysis. Classifier (machine) was
trained at a time window specified by the ordinate, and tested at a time on the
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5
Modeling results

5.1 Divisive Normalization framework to explain discriminability
With unsupervised (ICA) and supervised (machine learning) learning algorithm, we showed that stimulus information - distractor number, distractor
category and distractor proximity - were preserved in the population activity.
Moreover, the machine learning study indicated that the information encoding
scheme was changed from the early to the late phase. The next question is,
HOW did the encoding scheme change across time? To study the stimulus
encoding further, we developed a computer model based on Divisive Normalization.
Why is Divisive Normalization suitable for our data? By fMRI data, we
know that temporal lobe contains both face selective cortices and non-face
selective cortices. This indicates that presenting face or non-face object produces large population activity in each of the selective cortices. In terms of
Divisive Normalization, large population activity induces large normalization.
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Moreover, as described above, Divisive Normalization can bias the weight in
proportion to the population activity. This indicates that, presenting a preferred face and a non-face distractor induces a biased weight toward the face
within the face patch population (because neural population is selective to
face), resulting in slight response reduction (i.e. closer to winner-take-all).
On the other hand, presenting a preferred face and a face distractor induces
a larger normalization power with almost equal weights (because both of the
two presented images are faces, which are in the selective category of the face
patch), resulting in larger response reduction. In fact, this is exactly what we
observed in our data: face distractors suppressed responses more than objects.
Face distractors themselves do not elicit a response to the neuron from which
we are recording, but they do elicit a large response in the surrounding population which normalizes the response of the neuron that we are observing. In
contrast, object distractors do not elicit large response to the neuron, and also
do not elicit large response to the neighboring population either, resulting in
small normalization from object distractors.

5.2 Divisive normalization model explained the
early phase of Category/Number variation
experiment without any free parameter
Based on the Divisive Normalization framework, we developed several models.
Firstly, I introduce the pure prediction model. The name “pure prediction”
came from the fact that this model does not contain any free parameter. Thus,
this model is directly testing our working hypothesis without fitting the model
behavior to the observed data. The model equation is as follows:
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Figure 5.1: The concept of Divisive Normalization. Divisive Normalization
states that a neuron computes a ratio between the direct inputs and population
activity of neighboring neurons. Even though we selected a non-preferred face
for the recorded neuron, there would be a certain fraction of neurons activated
by the face in the neighboring population (a non-preferred face for one neuron
might be a preferred face for the other). This indicates a large normalization
induced by non-preferred faces. However, for non-preferred object this may not
be the case, because face patch contains more than 90 % face selective neurons,
resulting in a small normalization.
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Sipref and Sidist in the numerator are direct inputs S from the preferred face
and the distractor, respectively. The actual value used for these direct inputs were calculated based on measured RF value. x and y are specifying the
presentation location on the screen. These direct inputs were weighted and divided by population activity, P . These population activities were calculated by
average RF of the stimulus used (for details of calculation, see Appendix A.).
When there are multiple preferred faces or distractors, the number of terms in
the denominator and numerator are increased. We applied this model to all of
the recorded neurons and averaged across the neurons. As shown in Fig. 5.2,
the model and data show a fairly close correspondence within the error bar
range (SEM). Two-way ANOVA did not show significance between the data
and prediction for the 18 stimulus conditions shown in Fig. 5.2 and Table 5.1
(F (1, 3960) = 0.67, p = 0.41>0.05).

This pure prediction model worked particularly well at the early phase
of the distractor numbers / category variation experiment, indicating that
Divisive Normalization could predict the neural computation scheme in this
condition (i.e. the early phase of the distractor numbers / category variation
experiment).
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Figure 5.2: Pure prediction model showed close correspondence to the independently measured data. Mean firing rates and model outputs were calculated
at the early phase and averaged across recorded neurons (colored and open bar
graphs, respectively), using data from Cat/Num experiment. The color code
follows Fig. 3.2. Error bars show standard error of the mean.
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Table 5.1: Data and the model average response and SEM

PF.
PF+1FD.
PF+2FD.
PF+4FD.
PF+8FD.
PF+1OD.
PF+2OD.
PF+4OD.
PF+8OD.
1FD.
2FD.
4FD.
8FD.
1OD.
2OD.
4OD.
8OD.
S.A.

Data

Model

31.41 ± 2.24
22.82 ± 1.99
15.69 ± 1.70
11.83 ± 1.53
9.37 ± 1.39
26.00 ± 2.05
21.86 ± 1.90
17.09 ± 1.67
14.73 ± 1.56
3.63 ± 0.72
3.47 ± 0.79
3.46 ± 0.85
3.26 ± 0.83
2.15 ± 0.62
2.27 ± 0.74
2.24 ± 0.77
1.73 ± 0.78
0.14 ± 0.15

31.00 ± 2.04
20.41 ± 1.52
15.92 ± 1.28
11.68 ± 1.05
8.37 ± 0.88
27.00 ± 1.85
24.12 ± 1.72
20.17 ± 1.53
15.62 ± 1.30
3.43 ± 0.69
3.43 ± 0.69
3.43 ± 0.69
3.43 ± 0.69
2.93 ± 0.69
2.93 ± 0.69
2.93 ± 0.69
2.93 ± 0.69
0±0

5.3 Limitation of the pure prediction model and
introducing an exponent as a free parameter
However, for Prox/Ecc experiment, and in the late phase, the pure prediction model gave an error (Fig. 5.3). In the late phase, some neurons showed
responses different from the early phase: for example, response became robust against distractors and response reduction was decreased. In Prox/Ecc
experiment, although Divisive normalization model could capture the qualitative reduction of firing rate as distractor distances were decreased, but the
model overestimated the response suppression to have a much smaller firing
rate even when the distractor distance was longest (Fig. 5.3, open bars) In or81

der to understand the computational principle in the rest of the conditions, we
introduced the post-diction model. The model equation is same as the widely
used, common Divisive normalization model:

Figure 5.3: Pure prediction model showed a larger error for the Prox/Ecc
experiment. Mean firing rates and model outputs were calculated at the early
phase and averaged across recorded neurons, using data from Prox/Ecc experiment. The color code follows Fig. 3.6.

In this post-diction model (Equation (5.2)), a free parameter n is used.
This free parameter is an exponent on the population activity allows one to
change the bias of the weight either toward one direct input or another. Note
that in this configuration the sum of coefficients on the direct inputs are always
equal to 1, allows easier quantification of the computational bias.
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l
X

Sipref+dist =

Sipref (xp ){Pipref (xp )}n +

p=1

m
X

Sidist (yq ){Pidist (yq )}n

q=1
l
X

{Pipref (xp )}n

p=1

+

m
X

(5.2)

{Pidist (yq )}n

q=1

5.4 Divisive Normalization model revealed the
change of computational principle from the
early to the late phase
With the post-diction model, all the remaining conditions were explained
(Fig. 5.4). Not only the mean firing rate, but also the results of population
readout analyses by ICA were reproduced. With the post-diction model, we
are now ready to address the question: how did the stimulus coding scheme
change across time?
For simplicity, let us describe the post-diction model in case of the two
stimuli condition, namely when only one preferred face and one distractor
(either a face or an object) is presented on the screen. The post-diction model
can be written as a linear summation of two direct inputs:

Sipref+dist =

{Pipref (xp )}n

Sipref (xp )
pref
dist
n
n
{Pi (xp )} + {Pi (yq )}
{Pidist (yq )}n
+ pref
Sidist (yq )
{Pi (xp )}n + {Pidist (yq )}n

(5.3)

As described above, two coefficients are normalized such that the sum of
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Figure 5.4: Post-diction model explains the observed representation. Model
outputs of single cell response, population average and high-dimensional space
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them are equal to 1. This means that from the nature of one of the coefficients,
we can infer the way in which the neuron combines its inputs and performs the
computation. For example, if the coefficient of the first term (preferred face)
is equal to 1, the neuron is ignoreing the distractor because the coefficient of
the second term is 0. If both coefficients are 0.5 however, the neuron is taking
the average of the two inputs. Since the two coefficients are complementary,
we focused on the first coefficient and named it distractor robustness index.

RobustnessIndex =

{Pipref (xp )}n
{Pipref (xp )}n + {Pidist (yq )}n

(5.4)

We calculated the distractor robustness index across all the recorded neurons and created a distribution histogram. Fig. 5.5A shows that at the early
phase of the response to the preferred face and a face distractor, most of
the neurons had a value of 0.5, indicating average response. However, at the
late phase, a significant fraction of the neurons changed their weight toward
1, indicating they started ignoring the distractors. Moreover, this effect was
even more prominent in the preferred face and object distractors condition
(Fig. 5.5B). At the early phase, the distribution was almost flat, but at the
late phase most of the neuron had a value of 1, indicating robustness against
the distractors.
In the Prox/Ecc experiment, this tendency also held true. Fig. 5.6 shows
that more neurons shifted their index value toward the late phase, and the
effect is stronger when the distractor distance was longer. This is reminiscent
of the result in Chapter 3, where neurons were not robust against the short
distance distractors, resulting in reduced neural response.
By analyzing the distractor robustness index, we found the global shift
from averaging regime toward robust regime in both Cat/Num and Prox/Ecc
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Figure 5.5: Robustness index calculated for the Cat/Num experiment. Each
histogram shows the number of neurons in a given range of robustness index.
Red arrowheads show that the pointed value of robustness index indicates average or robust computation. (A) Preferred face and face distractor conditions.
Left: early phase, right: late phase. (B) Preferred face and object distractor
conditions. Left: early phase, right: late phase.
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experiments. However, as seen in Fig. 5.5 and 5.6, there were always a certain numbers of neurons between the averaging and robust regime. As shown
in Chapter 4, this heterogeneous neural population could create independent
representation axes in the high dimensional representation space. In fact, we
found that the heterogeneity in activity pattern was an important component
to have representation axes discriminating the stimuli, as explained below.
Fig. 5.7 shows a simulation result of two neural population of 100 neurons,
one has homogeneous and the other has heterogeneous response (Fig. 5.7A,B).
Here, simplified version of pure prediction models are used to create simulated
responses for face distractor conditions (i.e. preferred face and 1, 2, 4 or 8 face
distractors, Equation 5.5) and object distractor conditions (i.e. preferred face
and 1, 2, 4 or 8 object distractors, Equation 5.6):

Sipref+dist,face =

Sipref+dist,object =

Sipref Pipref + nSidist,face Pidist,face
Pipref + nPidist,face

Sipref Pipref + nSidist,object Pidist,object
Pipref + nPidist,object

(5.5)

(5.6)

where n = 0, 1, 2, 4, 8 is distractor number. The single neuron responses,
Sipref , Sidist,face and Sidist,object and the population response to a preferred face,
Pipref are fixed while the population responses to distractors, Pidist,face and
Pidist,object are also fixed for simulating homogeneous population, and randomly
drawn from Gaussian distributions for simulating heterogeneous population.
Robustness index calculated from these two population confirmed homogene88

ity (Fig. 5.7B) and heterogeneity (Fig. 5.7F), respectively. Stimulus conditions
from Cat/Num experiment were used: preferred face only, preferred face with
1,2,4 or 8 distractors, preferred face with 1,2,4 or 8 object distractors. Population average across neurons showed very similar pattern as shown in the
right hand side of Fig. 5.7A and E. However, when ICA was applied to these
two simulated population, the result was quite different. The homogeneous
population gave almost identical ICs (due to the redundancy in activity pattern), shown in Fig. 5.7C. Moreover, representation of distractor category and
numbers are mixed together and ICs could not provide more representation
than what average response provides. When ICA was applied to heterogeneous neural population, result showed similar pattern as the recorded data
(Fig. 4.5, 5.7G). IC1, IC2 and IC3 were representing distractor number, object
distractor and face distractor. PCA results also showed different results in
homogeneous and heterogeneous population (Fig. 5.7D,H). The first PC from
both population has a similar pattern as population average, But the PC2 from
heterogeneous population resembles PC3 (early phase) and PC2 (late phase)
from the data (Fig. 4.2), also highlighting the advantage of heterogeneity.

Heterogeneous response pattern in a neural population allowed discriminating stimulus groups in population readout. However, only with the heterogeneity, the groups cannot be discriminated in mean firing rate. Fig. 5.8 gives
an example. Fig. 5.8A and E show simulated heterogeneous neural population
of 100 neurons. The difference between Fig. 5.8A and E is that the population
response (Pidist ) to face distractors is greater than response to object distractors
in E, while in A population response shows an equal magnitude of response
to face and object distractors. The direct inputs to single neurons are same
across neurons and across distractors (i.e. face distractor and object distractor
gives the same direct input). As Fig. 5.8B and F shows, population readout
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Fig. 5.2.
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of these two simulated population resulted in quite similar IC patterns representing distractor number (IC1), preferred face and object distractors (IC2)
and preferred face and face distractors (IC3). However, the mean firing rate
of population cannot discriminate face distractor groups (Shown in Fig. 5.8A,
right panel. 2 - 5th bar graphs from the left) and object distractor groups
(Shown in Fig. 5.8A, right panel. 6 - 9th bar graphs) in Fig. 5.8A. On the
other hand, face distractors reduced firing rates more than object distractors
in Fig. 5.8E, similarly as the recorded data. Also, the left panel of Fig. 5.8A
and E shows that neurons are discriminating the face and object distractor
conditions in single neuron level. Thus, the different population response to
the different category of distractors can allow neurons to discriminate stimulus
conditions, even when the direct inputs from face and object distractors are
the same. Face neurons are segregated into modular structure (i.e. face patch),
thus population of the face patch shows larger activity to face stimulus more
than the object stimulus. As shown in Fig. 5.8E, this difference in population
activity resulted in discriminating distractor category in mean firing rate. In
other words, modularity helps discriminating different stimulus category both
in single neuron level, and population average firing rate level.
We found that heterogeneity in the population activity could represent
stimulus information separable by ICA. Then, what type of heterogeneity can
help representation and discrimination of stimuli? We discuss relationship between the heterogeneity in MF neurons and Divisive Normalization in Chapter 7.
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taken from the same distribution to produce responses to both face distractor
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conditions (2-5 and 6-9 columns, respectively) were different. The population
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conditions. Thus, columns 2-5 and 6-9 show the same response pattern. The
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(H). Color code follows the Fig. 5.2.
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6
Comparison to anterior face
patch AL

6.1 Anterior face patch AL is located one position higher than MF in the cortical hierarchy
In addition to MF, we also recorded from one of the anterior face patch AL
(anterior lateral) to compare neuronal responses to that of MF neurons. According to previous microstimulation and tracer injection studies [88, 167], AL
is located at the lower lip of the STS in anterodorsal TE (TEad). AL neurons
are known to connect to MF in a reciprocal manner (Fig. 6.1).
AL neurons are also tuned to the head orientation, but approximately 3/4
of the neurons have a particular type of selectivity coined as “mirror-symmetric
tuning” [89]. As shown in Fig. 6.2, Mirror-symmetric tuned AL neuron respond
to both one head orientation and opposite direction of face image (e.g. left
and right, up and down. It does not have to be a precise mirror image: except
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Figure 6.1: Face patch connectivity diagram. Arrows show directed connection between cortical regions. Black arrows are connection defined based on
microstimulation study of Moeller et al. [88], and light blue arrows are defined
based on tracer infection experiment of Grimaldi et al (conference presentation,
unpublished [167]). Color code of brain regions are as follows: Red: early visual
area, Yellow: temporal lobe, Green: frontal lobe, Blue: subcortical structures.
Circles indicate face patches. V4: forth visual cortex, PL: posterior lateral, ML:
medial lateral, MF: medial fundus, AL: anterior lateral, AF: anterior fundus,
AM: anterior medial, PO: prefrontal orbital, B: basolateral amygdala, L: lateral
amygdala.
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few neurons tuned strongly to identity, neurons respond to broad range of
visual images with the two preferred head orientations). Another noticeable
physiological difference is its RF size, as expected from converging inputs to
upstream neurons in the hierarchy [40].

Given that MF neurons could be a potential input source to the AL patch,
AL neurons could be more robust against the distractors. Alternatively, AL
neurons could show similar response property as MF, because (a) AL neurons
may relay the response from MF, to show stronger reduction by distractors at
the early phase, followed by more robust response against the distractors at the
late phase. Or because (b) AL neurons might also receive inputs from other
object selective patches (i.e. AL may receive inferences from object selective
inputs similar to MF). Based on fMRI results, non-face object selective cortices
are found in between the face selective cortices. Thus, even in the higher
position in the hierarchy AL neurons might still receive (weaker) normalization
from object patches and (stronger normalization from) face patches (however,
the tracer study of Grimaldi et al. did not show direct evidence of inputs from
object selective cortices).

We conducted recording from two AL patches of two monkeys (Monkey J
and Monkey M, the former was also used in MF recordings). For the distractor
category/numbers experiment and Prox/Ecc experiment, we collected 109 (48
from the monkey J and 61 from the monkey M) and 108 neurons (47 from the
monkey J and 61 from the monkey M), respectively.
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of physiological property between MF and AL neurons. (Top) Most of MF neurons are tuned to one head orientation showing
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6.2 AL neurons’ responses were reduced by distractors similar to MF, but latency was shifted
with distractor numbers
As expected from the later position in the hierarchy, AL neurons’ response
latency (time from the stimulus onset to the response onset. Do not confuse
with onset-to-peak latency, which I introduce later in this chapter) distribution
was significantly different from that of MF neurons (Two-sample KolmogorovSmirnov test, p=0,00165 <0.05). Specifically, neurons with very short latencies
found in MF were not seen in AL neurons. This made the AL latency distribution less skewed than MF distribution, although the median value is only
slightly increased (84 ms for MF distribution, and 89 ms for AL distribution)
Fig. 6.3 shows the distribution of the response latency. As in the MF study,
the response latency was calculated based on neuron’s response to its preferred
face: the response onset is the time when the trial-average response crossed 3
standard deviation of spontaneous activity (for details, see Appendix A).
We calculated the AL population average firing rate in the same way as for
MF neurons. Specifically, response latencies were subtracted before averaging
in order to align the response peak (response onset latency ranged from 56 ms
to 254 ms). Note that the relative response lag across stimuli were preserved:
response latency was defined per neuron, not per stimulus condition. Fig. 6.4
shows the result. As seen in the figure, the face distractors and object distractors still suppressed (or normalized) the neural response, quite comparable
to what we found with MF neurons. Two-way ANOVA (factor 1: distractor
number, factor 2: distractor category) verified significant reduction by distractor number difference both at the early phase (F (4, 975) = 39.33, p = 1.46 ·
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Figure 6.3: Response onset latency comparison between MF and AL. (top)
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10−30 <0.001) and at the late phase (F (4, 975) = 7.57, p = 5.21 · 10−6 <0.001).
Also, face distractor, rather than object distractor, suppressed neural firing
rate significantly at the early phase (F (1, 975) = 33.44, p = 9.87 · 10−9 <0.001)
but not at the late phase (F (1, 975) = 3.62, p = 0.0575>0.05). For the detail
of Tukey post-hoc test, see Appendix J. See Table 6.1 for mean firing rate and
SEM.

Table 6.1: Cat/Num experiment, AL population average response

Early
Face
0
1
2
4
8

Late
Obj

Face,

Obj

dist.
1 ± 0.0509
1 ± 0.0509
1 ± 0.0409
1 ± 0.0409
dist. 0.747 ± 0.0430 0.861 ± 0.0520 0.839 ± 0.0381 0.859 ± 0.0400
dist. 0.549 ± 0.0421 0.710 ± 0.0470 0.716 ± 0.0372 0.809 ± 0.0417
dist. 0.391 ± 0.0376 0.630 ± 0.0524 0.636 ± 0.0409 0.728 ± 0.0421
dist. 0.307 ± 0.0380 0.538 ± 0.0514 0.564 ± 0.0398 0.722 ± 0.0416

There were two noticeable difference between MF and AL neurons. Firstly,
AL neurons showed a systematic response peak shift with an increasing number
of distractors (Fig. 6.4, top). On average MF neurons did not show such peak
shifts (See Fig.

3.1), although few neurons did show small latency shift as

distractor number increased. Secondly, peak magnitude of the distractor only
conditions (Fig. 6.4, bottom) showed smaller response magnitude compared
to MF responses. Especially the responses to the object distractors were very
small and even showed a suppressive effect. This indicates that the face patch
AL, later in the cortical hierarchy, shows stronger face selectivity, which was
independently quantified by Meyers et al. (unpublished data, SfN Nanosymposium presentation [168]). However, as Fig. 6.4 shows, even with the reduced
effect of object distractors, the neural response still showed response reduction
by object distractors.
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Figure 6.4: AL population average firing rate to Cat/Num experiment. Population average was calculated over 109 recorded neurons. Response onset latency
of each neuron was subtracted to align the response phases. (Top left) Preferred
face and face distractor conditions. (Top right) Preferred face and object distractor conditions. (Bottom left) Face distractor without preferred face condition.
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follows Fig. 3.2.
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To quantify the shift of response peak, we calculated the time of the maximum value of the response both in the early and the late phase. Specifically,
trial average of the responses of each neuron was smoothed by a Gaussian
kernel with 20 ms width (standard deviation of the Gaussian kernel) to reduce
jitter affecting the max calculation. The result is shown in Fig. 6.5. Hereafter I call the quantified maximum time as onset-to-peak latency to prevent
confusion with onset response latency (Response onset latency was subtracted
from the response: 0 ms indicates the first instance when the response crossed
3 standard deviation of the spontaneous activity). In the early phase, 3 way ANOVA (factor1: ML vs. AL, factor2: distractor numbers, factor3: distractor category) showed that the AL onset-to-peak latency was significantly
longer than that of MF (F (1, 1754) = 100.92, p = 0.0000...<0.001), and increasing distractor number also significantly lengthen the onset-peak latency
(F (3, 1754) = 25.96, p = 0.0000...<0.001). In the late phase, AL onset-topeak latency was significantly longer too (F (1, 1754) = 8.18p = 0.0043<0.05),
but latency increase due to distractor numbers did not reach the significance
(F (3, 1754) = 2.55, p = 0.0543>0.05). Neither early nor late phase showed significant onset-to-peak latency difference between face and object distractors
(F (1, 1754) = 0.29, p = 0.591 and F (1, 1754) = 1.84, p = 0.175, respectively).

We also calculated the latency-subtracted population average of Prox/Ecc
variation experiment (Fig. 6.6). The result looked quite similar to that of MF
response. For the RF center presentation, one-way ANOVA testing mean difference showed significance both at the early phase (p = 3.67·10−17 <0.001) and
at the late phase (p = 1.42 · 10−11 <0.001). Also the RF periphery presentation
condition reached significance both at the early phase (p = 5.49 · 10−9 <0.001)
and at the late phase (p = 1.57 · 10−11 <0.001). For the details of comparison
between pairs of stimulus condition, see Appendix J. For mean firing rates and
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Figure 6.5: Response onset-to-peak time, compared between AL and MF neurons. The duration between response peak time (calculated for each stimulus
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preferred face without distractors). Note that the time was calculated from
response onset, not stimulus onset (AL neurons are located later than MF in
the cortical hierarchy, thus AL neurons respond later than MF neurons. By
subtracting the latency we could have direct comparison only on peak shift due
to the stimuli). The red “0” indicates the preferred face stimulus without distractors. F1, F2, F4 and F8 indicate 1, 2, 4 or 8 face distractors with preferred
face. O1, O2, O4 and O8 indicate 1, 2, 4 or 8 object distractors with preferred
face. Early phase showed significant onset-to-peak time shift across regions and
across distractor numbers. The late phase showed significant onset-to-peak time
shift only. Neither phase showed time shift depending on the object category
(for details, see the main text). Error bars show standard error of the mean.
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SEM, see Table 6.2.

Table 6.2: Prox/Ecc experiment, AL population average response

Early
Center
0 dist.
L dist.
M dist.
S dist.

Late
Periphery

Center,

Periphery

1 ± 0.0555
1 ± 0.0940
1 ± 0.0433
1 ± 0.0609
0.695 ± 0.0483 0.405 ± 0.0722 0.627 ± 0.0358 0.465 ± 0.0411
0.594 ± 0.0447 0.452 ± 0.0745 0.542 ± 0.0337 0.371 ± 0.0419
0.396 ± 0.0445 0.423 ± 0.0712 0.428 ± 0.0352 0.319 ± 0.0416

Thus, so far we find response difference only in distractor numbers (which
induced latency shifts), out of stimulus parameters we used: distractor numbers, category and proximity. In order to test whether the pattern of population response encodes stimulus information in the high dimensional space
and whether the Divisive Normalization can explain the experimental findings (other than latency shift), we conducted the further analyses in the next
section.

6.3 AL neural population preserved stimulus
information in the representation space, revealed by ICA
As highlighted in the Chapter 4, the heterogeneous response pattern in the
population activity could represent detailed information such as distractor
number, category and proximity. We studied if AL neural population also
contained information in response patterns by using dimension reduction followed by ICA. Fig. 6.7 showed quite similar pattern to the MF result shown in
Fig. 4.5, representing distractor number, category and proximity as different
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Figure 6.6: AL population average firing rate to Prox/Ecc variation experiment. Population average was calculated over 108 neurons. Response onset
latency of each neuron was subtracted to align the response phases. (Top left)
Preferred face with or without distractors of different proximities, RF center
presentation. (Top right) Preferred face with or without distractors of different
proximities, RF periphery presentation. (Bottom left) distractors of different
proximities without the preferred face, RF center presentation. (Bottom right)
distractors of different proximities without the preferred face, RF periphery
presentation. Color code follows Fig. 3.5.
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ICs (for details, see the Chapter 4).

6.4 Divisive Normalization explained the responses of AL neurons
As shown in the Fig. 6.2, RF of AL neurons have different structure than
MF neurons. Since our computational model is highly relying on RF value,
we wanted to test if the Divisive Normalization model still can explain the
neurophysiological property of the AL neurons. As with MF analysis, we
started from the pure prediction model - an equation without any free parameters. Fig. 6.8 shows the result at the early phase of the distractor category/number variation experiment. The pure prediction model followed the
global response pattern: face distractor suppressed the neural response more
than the object distractors, with increasing suppression as the number of distractor increases. However, one noticeable difference was the error at the
object distractors without preferred face condition. Here, the actual average
response shows suppression below the spontaneous activity level, whereas the
model prediction is above the spontaneous activity. As a consequence, the
pure prediction model expected larger normalization by the object distractors
resulting in slight underestimation in the object distractors and preferred face
conditions. Potential reason for this apparent discrepancy is the difference in
the stimulus presentation duration and inter-stimulus interval (ISI). In the distractor category/number variation experiment we presented stimulus for 400
ms with 200 ms ISI, whereas in the RF measurement we presented for 200
ms with no inter-stimulus interval. Dirrefence in response duration and ISI
are known to affect response shape in visual, somatosensory and auditory cortex [169, 170, 171] and potentially information transfer efficiency, content and
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Figure 6.7: ICA on AL experimental results. The recorded neural responses
were averaged within the early phase and the late phase to create population
response matrices. The first dimension of the matrices was reduced to 5 and 3
for the (A) Cat/Num experiment and (B) Prox/Ecc experiment, respectively.
ICA was applied after the dimension reduction to find independent components
with minimal mutual information.
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tuning curve ( [169] and personal communication with Wilbert Zarco).
1
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Colored: AL Data
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Object distractors activity
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w/o preferred face
only
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Figure 6.8: Pure prediction model on AL distractor category/number variation
experiment. The mean firing rate calculated at the early phase, across trials
were used for data. Same as modeling on MF data, Pure prediction model were
calculated for each neuron using values from the measured RFs. Data and model
from recorded 109 neurons were averaged to be shown as the bar graphs. Error
bars show the standard error of the mean.

Next we introduced the post-diction model with an exponent n as a free
parameter, as with MF analysis, to explain the rest of the conditions. The
post-diction model could reproduced the remaining late phase and Prox/Ecc
experiment, as shown in the Fig. 6.9. Finally, we used the model output of all
recorded neurons for ICA to study the representation in the high dimensional
representation space. The model output showed qualitatively same representation patterns as experimental data shown in Fig. 6.7, except the IC3 from
the Prox/Ecc experiment at the late phase (Fig. 6.7C, bottom right). The
late phase ICs could not represent the distractors without preferred face. It
remains to be studied further whether this discrepancy was due to the model
limitation, or simply due to the small explanatory power of the IC3: In the al107

gorithm we used, ICs were calculated in order of its explanatory power, which
was equivalent to the explained variance in PCA. If representation of particular
stimulus condition is stronger, it might appear in IC to exclude other conditions. Indeed, when the numbers of ICs were increased to 5, the distractor-only
condition was represented similarly to the IC3 in Fig. 6.7.

6.5 Summary
In conclusion, AL neurons showed qualitatively similar response to that of
MF neurons both in Cat/Num and Prox/Ecc experiments. Divisive normalization model also explained the response patterns across neurons, and ICA
could represent independent information such as distractor category, number
and eccentricity in different independent component as well. However, there
were differences from MF, such as the latency shift due to increasing number
of distractors and RF size (and, as a consequence, responses to multiple preferred faces). These differences are beyond this thesis’s scope, but need to be
investigated further in future experiments.
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A
Preferred face only
Preferred face and
face distractors
Preferred face and
object distractors
Preferred face and distractors
with different distances
Divisive Normalization model

Figure 6.9: Postdiction model on AL experiment and population readout.
Color code follows Fig. 5.4. (A) Comparison of average firing rate and average
model output across neurons. Right: early phase, left: late phase. (B) ICA
results for Cat/Num experiment. (C) ICA results for the Prox/Ecc experiment.
RF center presentation result is shown.
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7
Discussion

7.1 Heterogeneity and systematicity with Divisive Normalization represent multiple stimuli in population activity
With fMRI-targeted electrophysiology, we systematically varied distractor number, distractor category and distractor proximity to observe overall systematic
reduction of mean firing rates in most complex stimulus conditions. However,
even under the reduced firing rate, stimulus information was well preserved and
discriminable in the high-dimensional representational space. In Chapter 4, we
described how heterogeneity of neural population enables the representation in
the population activity pattern. In Chapter 5, we showed that systematic response according to divisive normalization can enable the representation. We
used divisive normalization to explain the neural responses. In terms of divisive normalization, response reduction due to increasing number of distractors
was explained as follows: As the number of presented stimuli increases, the
stimuli evoke large population activity in the neural population, resulting in
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larger normalization power. Because the normalizing power is proportional to
the number of stimuli, a neuron responds systematically to increasing number
of stimuli. For example, as the distractor number increases from 0, 1, 2, 4 to
8, neural response decreases systematically. This systematicity is an important factor to have separable stimulus representation in population activity.
Fig. 7.1 illustrates the importance of systematicity.

Heterogeneous and
systematic

Neuron #2 activity level

B

Neuron #1 activity level

C

Heterogeneous but
not systematic

Neuron #2 activity level

Homogeneous

Neuron #2 activity level

A

Neuron #1 activity level

Neuron #1 activity level

Figure 7.1: Systematic and heterogeneous responses discriminate stimulus
groups. Hypothetical neural population consists of two neurons. Blue and
orange dots belong to different stimulus groups (e.g. face distractor and object
distractor condition). (A) Homogeneous neural response. Dots from two groups
are intermingled at the diagonal. (B) Heterogeneous and systematic neural
response. The two neurons respond differently yet systematic, grouping same
stimulus condition. Two black lines indicate hypothetical representation axes
created by ICA. (C) Heterogeneous but non-systematic responses. Stimulus
conditions are intermingled and cannot be separated linearly.

Each panel of Fig. 7.1 shows a hypothetical neural population activities
consist of two neurons. Fig. 7.1A is a homogeneous neural population. As we
saw in Chapter 4, a homogeneous neural population cannot have linearly separable representations of different stimulus groups, shown in blue and orange
dots in the figure. Fig. 7.1B and C show heterogeneous neural populations,
but neurons in B respond systematically to each stimulus group (imagine the
four blue and orange dots representing 1, 2, 4 and 8 distractor condition and
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neurons change response systematically). Because of the systematicity, the
blue and orange stimulus group are linearly separable1 and ICA can find representation axes highlighted by black lines2 . However, neurons in Fig. 7.1C
lack systematicity: in this example, the neuron #1 is responding monotonically (ramping tuning curve, e.g. reducing response as distractor number
increases from 1 to 8) whereas the neuron #2 is tuned to one particular stimulus condition (unimodal Gaussian tuning curve, e.g. highest response to 2
and 4 distractor conditions). In this case, the blue and orange dots cannot
be separated by a line, unless response magnitude evoked by the two stimulus are sufficiently different (in which case, even homogeneous population can
discriminate the two groups). The simulation result in Fig. 5.8.G showed that
disrupting systematicity impaired the ability of ICA to represent independent
information in each axis, even though unimodality of the tuning curves were
preserved. Thus, heterogeneity and systematicity are two important factors for
MF and AL neurons to represent multiple stimuli in discriminable way. Each
neuron responds to the stimulus in slightly different way (i.e. heterogeneous),
but their responses are changing with distractor numbers as explained by divisive normalization (i.e. systematic), resulting in discriminable information
representation in the space spanned by population activity.

1

Recently it was shown that linear separability is increased from lower to higher cortex in
the cortical hierarchy, and the linearly separable representation was shown to be important
to correctly guide animal behavior in complex tasks [172, 173]. Thus, although it remains
elusive whether a brain can operate ICA-like decoding to read information out of face patch
neurons, the brain may tend to have linearly separable representation which is beneficial for
behavior.
2
In terms of ICA, marginal distributions to the two new axes are non-Gaussian, or close
to flat distribution in this example. For ICA and minimizing Gaussianity, see Chapter 4.
Note that we used linear ICA.
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7.2 Modular structure confers category discriminability
In the previous section, I discussed how heterogeneous and systematically responding neurons represent multiple stimuli. The systematic increase of the
normalization power discriminated stimuli with different number of distractors, both in single neuron responses and in population readout. Moreover,
distractors in different categories were also discriminated both in single neurons and in population readout. This is not trivial because as we saw in Chapter 3, distractors themselves elicit small and comparable responses regardless
of whether distractors are faces or objects. Thus, initially we thought a single neuron could not discriminate “the preferred face and the non-preferred
face”, and “the preferred face and the non-preferred object”, because the distractor, regardless of being face or object, elicit equally weak response to the
neuron. No matter how the neuron compute these inputs (e.g. average or
max), the output of the neuron to these two stimuli should be the same. However, we found that even a single neuron could discriminate these two stimuli,
with larger response to the preferred face and object distractor. In Chapter 5, we showed that heterogeneity is necessary to discriminate category in
high-dimensional space spanned by population, but in order to discriminate in
single cell level or in population average response, modularity is required. The
face selective neurons are segregated in patch-like module structure in the temporal lobe [67, 71, 70]. Because neurons with similar selectivity are clustered
as a modular structure, they can have a large activity to stimuli containing
their preferred category (in this case, face). In terms of divisive normalization,
presenting face distractors induces large population activity to give a larger
normalization power and a larger weight for the face distractors compared to
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object distractors. This allows single neurons to discriminate two input groups
of different categories whose magnitude are equivalent to single neurons. This
discriminability cannot be achieved if neurons are distributed and connected
randomly across the temporal lobe. It has been an open question why the
neurons have to be clustered (although few hypotheses were proposed such as
efficient wiring: see [174, 175]), but the current study gives an important hint
to the question: The face and object selective neurons in the temporal lobe
might form modular structures in order to confer category discriminability to
single neurons.

Discriminate
Preferred face +
Face distractor

=

Equivalent
direct inputs

Preferred face +
Object distractor
Figure 7.2: Modular structure confers category-discriminability. Two different stimuli, the preferred face combined with a face distractor and the preferred
face combined with an object distractor provide equivalent direct inputs to a
neuron. Therefore simple summation, average or max operation cannot discriminate these two. However, due to normalization specific to stimulus category a
single visual neuron is capable of discriminating these two seemingly equivalent
inputs. That is because temporal lobe object selective neurons are segregated
into patches and connected each other to provide a category-specific normalization power to represent and discriminate complex stimuli.
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7.3 Effect of modularity, heterogeneity and systematicity on representation space
In order to have an intuitive understanding of the effects of modularity, heterogeneity and systematicity, we performed PCA and ICA on simulated population activity created with Equation 5.5 and Equation 5.6. Fig. 7.3 explains an
example visualization of PCs and ICs in two-dimensional space. Two component’s scores are plotted as a two-dimensional scatter plot to have an intuition
how the stimulus conditions are separated from each other. As in Chapter 5,
9 stimulus conditions (preferred face only, 1, 2, 4 or 8 face distractors with
a preferred face, 1, 2, 4 or 8 object distractors with a preferred face. See
figure legend in Fig. 7.3) from Cat/Num experiment are used. The population activity used in Fig. 7.3 has modularity, heterogeneity and systematicity.
Thus, resulting PCA and ICA results looks very similar to that of recorded
data. When PC1 and PC2 are plotted (Fig. 7.3, top right panel) together, it
is clearer that face distractor conditions and object distractor conditions are
separated in two clusters. Namely, preferred face (PF) is on top right corner,
and as face distractor number increases from 1, 2, 4 to 8, face distractor conditions (F1f, F2f, F4f, F8f) move away from PF (toward top left). Instead, when
object distractor number is increased, object distractor conditions (F1o, F2o,
F4o, F8o) also move away from PF but in different direction (Fig. 7.3, toward
bottom right). As described in Fig. 7.1, these systematic distribution of stimulus conditions can be captured well by ICA, as shown in bottom panels in
Fig. 7.3. With the next few simulations, I explain how each of the modularity,
heterogeneity and systematicity contributes to what aspect of this stimulus
representation in 2D space.
Firstly, a neurons that give an uniform response to all stimulus conditions
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Figure 7.3: Schematic drawing showing how ICA finds independent representations from dimension-reduced data. Top: Score of two principal components,
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extracts two independent components, IC2 and IC3 from the PC space, also
visualized in two-dimensional plot (IC space). Note that the selected PCs and
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Figure 7.4: PCA and ICA on a complete homogeneous response matrix. Left:
simulated population activity matrix and average firing rates across neurons.
Middle: PC1 and PC2 from PCA on the population activity matrix. Right:
IC2 and IC3 on the population activity matrix.

are considered. Regardless of stimulus condition, any neuron in this population gives response “1” when one of the stimuli is presented. Fig. 7.4 shows the
population activity matrix (left, top. column: stimulus condition, row: neuron), average firing rate across neurons (left, bottom) and PCA (middle) and
ICA (right) results. Mean firing rate is always 1 across stimulus conditions,
and neither PCA nor ICA can separate stimulus conditions in two-dimensional
space.
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Figure 7.5: PCA and ICA on a systematic and homogeneous response matrix. Left: simulated population activity matrix and average firing rates across
neurons. Middle: PC1 and PC2 from PCA on the population activity matrix.
Right: IC2 and IC3 on the population activity matrix.

Next, systematicity is added to modulate firing rates according to increas117

ing distractor number. Namely, responses are generated according to divisive
normalization (Equation 5.5 and Equation 5.6) to create systematic response
reduction as distractor number increases (Fig. 7.5). In the following simulations, the single neuron responses Sipref , Sidist,face and Sidist,object and the population response to a preferred face Pidist,face are fixed to be the same as the
simulation in Chapter 5. In the population of Fig. 7.5, the population responses to a face distractor, Pidist,face and to an object distractor, Pidist,object
have exactly the same values and fixed across all neurons. Thus, each neuron
reduces responses as distractor number increases, but distractor category does
not modulate the responses. Also Pidist,face and Pidist,object are the same across
neurons. As shown in Fig. 7.5, average firing rates are the same for face distractor and object distractor, if the distractor number is the same (Fig. 7.5,
left). However, because firing rates decrease with increasing number of distractors, one can tell the number of distractors by measuring the mean firing
rate. Similarly, in PC and IC space, stimulus conditions with different distractor number are separated, although face and object distractor conditions are
overlapped. Thus, systematic responses predicted by divisive normalization
can separate stimulus conditions according to distractor number.
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Figure 7.6: PCA and ICA on a systematic, modular and homogeneous response
matrix. Left: simulated population activity matrix and average firing rates
across neurons. Middle: PC1 and PC2 from PCA on the population activity
matrix. Right: IC2 and IC3 on the population activity matrix.
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When a modularity is added in addition to systematicity, firing rates of
single neurons and population average could discriminate distractor category
by providing larger firing rate to object distractor condition than face distractor condition (Fig. 7.6,left). In order to include modularity in the simulation,
Pidist,face is set to a larger value than Pidist,object to have larger normalization
(i.e. smaller firing rate) when face distractors are presented. Similar to the
mean firing rate, the result of PCA (Fig. 7.6) shows separation between face
distractor conditions and object distractor conditions. Thus, modularity can
modify mean firing rate to discriminate distractor category (as explained in
Chapter 5, PC1 is closely related to the mean firing rate). However, conditions are only separated in one dimension (PC1 direction) and PC2 cannot
separate conditions as in Figure 7.3. Accordingly, ICA cannot separate different distractor categories as independent components either: IC2 and IC3
values show very similar values, resulting in one dimensional separation same
as PCA (Fig. 7.6, right) As shown in Chapter 5, this is because of homogeneous responses (i.e. all neurons give the same response patterns). In order to
separate stimulus conditions in two dimensions, heterogeneity is introduced in
the next simulation.
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Figure 7.7: PCA and ICA on a systematic and heterogeneous response matrix. Left: simulated population activity matrix and average firing rates across
neurons. Middle: PC1 and PC2 from PCA on the population activity matrix.
Right: IC2 and IC3 on the population activity matrix.
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To simulate heterogeneity, Pidist,face and Pidist,object are drawn from two
Gaussian distributions with equal mean (i.e. no modularity, Fig. 7.7 or different mean (with modularity, Fig. 7.8). Without modularity, mean firing rate
cannot discriminate distractor category if same number of distractors are used
(Fig. 7.7, left), similar to Fig. 7.5. However, as shown in the middle panel
of Fig. 7.7, PCA can separate two stimulus groups with different distractor
category in PC2 direction (also see Fig. 5.8A, B). ICA captures these two separated stimulus groups to represent as two independent components as shown
in the right panel of Fig. 7.7. Thus, in order to separate stimulus conditions
in two dimensions, heterogeneity is required. This argument holds true for
dimensions higher than two, highlighting importance of having heterogeneous
response patterns across neurons.
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Figure 7.8: PCA and ICA on a systematic, modular heterogeneous response
matrix. Left: simulated population activity matrix and average firing rates
across neurons. Middle: PC1 and PC2 from PCA on the population activity
matrix. Right: IC2 and IC3 on the population activity matrix.

Finally, modularity is added in addition to systematicity and heterogeneity. As a result, mean firing rate can discriminate face and object distractor
conditions even when distractor numbers are the same (Fig. 7.8, left). Representation in PCA space looks rotated compared to that in Fig. 7.7, but ICA
can capture the two stimulus groups to represent in two dimensional space,
as shown in the right panel. Table 7.1 summarizes the role of modularity,
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heterogeneity and systematically. Note that in all of above simulation I fixed
Sipref , Sidist,face and Sidist,object while varied Pipref , Pidist,face and Pidist,object , but
the opposite led to the same conclusion. Namely, fixed Pipref , Pidist,face and
Pidist,object with varying Sipref , Sidist,face and Sidist,object led to the same conclusion
on modularity, heterogeneity and systematicity.
Table 7.1: Role of modularity, heterogeneity and systematicity.

Description

Effect in 2D

Modularity

Separate different distractor category in mean firing rate

Heterogeneity

Separate different category of
stimuli in high dimensional space

Systematicity

Separate different number of
stimuli both in mean firing rate
and high dimensional space

7.4 Does a preferred face “pop-out”, or is it
“crowded” by distractors?
Our result does not reject the existence of either hierarchical processing based
on MAX-neuron or neurophysiological crowding effect (i.e. reduced discriminability by distractors).

First, we indeed found some MAX-like neurons
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(Fig. 3.4), which did not significantly reduce their responses in the presence of
non-preferred distractors. This small number of MAX-like neurons might be
contributing to invariant object recognition in primate vision. Second, larger
firing rate reduction by face distractors compared to object distractors, and
larger reduction by closer distractors are in line with human psychophysics
of crowding effect, where intra-category distractors affect target identification
more than inter-category distractors [135, 176]. However, we also found stimulus representation in population activity pattern in high-dimensional space,
from which we could decode stimulus information such as distractor number,
category or proximity. Thus, unless our perception depends solely on mean
firing rate of the population activity, there is a possibility for a brain to decode
and utilize information from neural activity. For testing whether an animal
can utilize the information in the high-dimensional space, additional behavioral experiments will be required to see if an animal can identify the center
stimulus in presence of distractors.

7.5 Pop-out effect and attentional confound
Perceptually, faces are known to automatically attract attention, or pop-out [123,
124]. This evidence raises a possible interpretation of our data that observed
response reductions were due to the limitation of attentional resource: for example, multiple face distractors disperse attention over all stimuli including
distractors, leading to overall response reduction. We do not think our result is due to attentional confound for the following reasons. First, stimulus
numbers and category information was well preserved in the high-dimensional
representational space, even when distractors were non-face objects. If attention works as a stimulus filter, this information should not be found. Second,
if the animals were actively paying attention to faces to induce top-down at122

tention, attentional effect should be more prominent at the late phase [177].
This should lead to larger response reductions by face distractors at the late
phase, but the observation was the opposite (response reduction compared to
preferred face alone: 71, 45, 32 and 27% for 1, 2, 4 and 8 face distractors at
the early phase, and 78, 64, 56, 44% for 1, 2, 4, 8 face distractors at the late
phase, respectively. F (1, 536) = 19.89, p = 1.00·10−5 ). Third, the responses to
distractors without the preferred face were comparable regardless of distractor
numbers. If response reduction is due to dispersed attentional resource, larger
number of distractors without the preferred face should show similar response
reduction. Fourth, the Divisive normalization framework could explain the
observation very well, indicating that the response reductions are mediated by
normalization effect by the functionally segregated object selective neurons.
From these results, we concluded that the observed response reductions are
most likely caused by normalization.

As we discussed in the introduction, Divisive normalization and Biased
competition model of attention can have a common formula. While the former describes normalization biased by stimulus contrast or category (e.g. face
or object), the latter describes competition over attentional resources. Given
that these observations can be explained by the same formula, it is possible
that the normalization and attention involve a common circuit mechanism too.
However, both of these models are phenomenological model lacking detailed
definition of underlying circuit structure (e.g. number of nodes, degree distribution, direction of connection, etc.). Without a mechanistic model to analyze
the circuit detail, it is difficult to conclude whether these two phenomena can
be discussed in the same framework. Additionally, Divisive normalization is
thought to appear during feedforward and lateral interaction (i.e. local process), while Biased competition is often (but not always) thought to be trig123

gered by top-down attention process. Whether these different causes can share
a common circuit to shape neural responses will be a subject of future studies.

7.6 Divisive Normalization gives an unified account encompassing previous seemingly contradictory results
Our model explains and encompasses the two studies of Zoccolan et al. [117,
107], in which they used up to 3 visual stimuli at a time to study clutter
tolerance. In the 2005 paper, they reported that responses of IT cells to
multiple stimuli are the average of the responses to individually presented
stimuli. In the 2007 paper however, they found some neurons showed stronger
clutter tolerance (i.e. response larger than average), which correlated with
neuron’s spatial tolerance (i.e. RF size) and anti-correlated with sparseness of
selectivity. In our model, larger RF can encompass all presented stimuli to give
larger direct drives, in order to compete with normalization power given by
neighboring neurons. Indeed, the multiple preferred face condition showed that
larger RF neurons had stronger clutter tolerance (i.e. less response reduction).
This held true for broad selectivity of neurons. If a neuron can respond strongly
to the distractors as well, both preferred face and distractors elicit large direct
drives, again allow neurons to counteract against normalization.
Their earlier findings that neurons take average of the input may look
contradictory with our results because, even though a face distractor and an
object distractor elicit equally small response by themselves, a response to a
preferred face and face distractors were closer to an average of responses to
stimuli presented individually, while a response to a preferred face and object
distractors elicited larger response than that predicted by an average. However,
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Zoccolan et al. did not conduct recordings in a cortex with particular object
selectivity, thus their neural population might not have strong preference to
one of stimulus categories they used. Our experiment was conducted in a faceselective cortex, with face and non-face object being used. Because of this
modular structure and properly selected stimulus database, we found categorydependent normalization. If we used a stimulus category such that the neural
population does not have specific preference, our model gives an averaging
response.

7.7 Divisive Normalization to prevent saturation and to have economical representation
We showed that Divisive Normalization model could explain the recorded data.
One possible reason why neurons adopt this normalization is that it can prevent
saturation. Although one of the easiest way to preserve all stimulus information might be summing up all of the multiple inputs a neuron receives, this
strategy is hampered by the fact that neuron’s physiologically feasible firing
rate range is limited. Unless a neuron can produce an infinite firing rate, neural
activity will saturate quickly if all of the afferents are summed up. Instead, by
normalizing inputs at each cortical region, neurons can maintain information
by compressing representation within the physiologically feasible range.
Having low firing rates is also beneficial for economical representation,
which was suggested by both experimental and theoretical studies. For example, Stokes et al. found very low population activity in the delay period of
a working memory task, but with MDS (multidimensional scaling) they could
find working memory representation in high dimensional space [160]. Also,
Mongillo et al. proposed a model of working memory based on calcium buffer
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(which can maintain short-term memory even with low firing rate), which is
also beneficial for economical representation of information [178].

7.8 Representation at the late phase: robust
against distractors yet maintaining representation
Related to economical representation discussed in the previous chapter, the
recorded face selective neurons showed lower firing rate magnitude at the late
phase3 . We calculated the distractor robustness indices to find the neurons
changed their robustness indices from averaging regime to robust regime toward the late phase. However, although neurons tend to “ignore” distractors
at the late phase, multiple stimuli (including distractor stimuli without the
preferred face) were represented and could be decoded from the population
activity, as ICA and machine learning showed. In the previous chapter we
discussed that this is due to the heterogeneity of population activity. Indeed,
there were always a certain number of neurons in between the average and robust regime in the robustness indices distribution of the late phase (Fig. 5.5).
At the late phase neurons are in general robust against their non-preferred
stimuli, some of neurons even ignore the distractors almost completely, but
there are always a certain number of neurons still responding to distractor,
keeping all the information represented at the early phase. It was reported
that IT neurons change response over time [49, 179]. Similarly, we found that
the coding scheme changed from the early to the late phase, while keeping the
representation almost intact. It would be interesting to know if this transition
3

Note that the low firing rates at the late phase is not necessary due to Divisive Normalization per se, but could be an other mechanism such as adaptation.
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changes under a particular behavioral demand (e.g. working memory task, object identification task) or during an information transfer to another cortical
area (for example, see [173, 180])

7.9 Transition from MF to AL
Given that the neurons become robust against distractors at the late phase,
and given that AL neurons are receiving afferents from MF neurons, one might
expect that AL neurons are more robust against distractors than MF neurons.
However, we found very similar response pattern among AL neurons: distractor still reduced mean firing rates. Why did AL neurons show similar response
patterns and stimulus representation? One possible reason is because of other
afferents from different cortices. AL neurons may receive inputs not only from
MF neurons, but also from other non-face object selective cortices to have interference from distractor information. However, this is less likely in light of
Grimaldi et al.’s result reporting no strong inputs to AL from object selective
cortices [167]. Another possible reason is phasic relay: the late phase starts
250 ms after the response onset in our definition, which is much longer than
the time required to synaptic transmission from MF to AL (Freiwald et al.
reported 7 ms delay from MF (126 ms) to AL (133 ms), measured by local
field potential [89].). Thus, the early phase of MF might be transmitted to
AL to have similar early phase response, and similarly the late phase of MF
might be transmitted to AL late phase. However, we observed increasing latency shift by increasing number of distractors in AL neurons (see Chapter 6),
which cannot be explained by simple relay. An alternative possibility is common subcortical inputs. AL neurons receive inputs from basolateral amygdala,
which is known to give feedback to broad regions of temporal lobe [167, 181].
Although it is not known if MF receives input from basolateral amygdala,
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there is a certain possibility that the amygdala is providing common input.
However, the amygdala response to face image is slow (around 300 ms from
stimulus onset [58, 182]) and cannot explain responses in the early phase. In
any case, the transition from MF to AL might be dedicated to have mirrorsymmetric tuning [89], not to have robust representation against distractors.
In fact, having completely robust representation means discarding information
other than that of neuron’s preferred face. As a sensory cortex, temporal lobe
may keep much information as possible and allow higher association cortex
to select behaviorally relevant information as needed. Alternatively, the fact
that we did not see a change in representation might be because the subject
animals did not engage in any behavioral task. It would be interesting to study
whether the representation and transition from MF to AL change under behavioral need to particular information. Also, the origin, mechanism and role
of the latency shift observed in AL neurons remain to be studied. The latency
shift could be due to the lag to reach the response threshold, but currently
we do not have a suitable model to explain, nor do not have a good way to
incorporate into the Divisive Normalization model. We speculate the Drift
Diffusion model or Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process with drift strength depending
on distractor number might work [183, 184, 185], but it should be pursued in
future studies.

7.10 Concluding remark
Combining electrophysiology, fMRI and computer model, we studied how face
selective neurons in the macaque temporal lobe represent multiple objects
including faces and non-face objects.

Although firing magnitude changes

throughout the response phase, we found robust stimulus discriminability in
the population level representation space in both the early and the late phase.
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These results suggest that, aided by modularity, heterogeneity and systematic normalization, neural population can preserve robust representation even
under a limited firing rate range.
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A
Experimental Procedures

All animal procedures complied with US National Institutes of Health Guide
for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, and were approved by the Rockefeller
University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC).

Animal Preparation.
Experiments were conducted on three male adult rhesus macaques, two of
which were Macaca mulatta (monkey Q and M) and one of which wasMacaca
fascicularis (monkey J). All of them weighed 8-10 kg. Under general anesthesia and aseptic surgical conditions, the monkeys were implanted with Ultem
headposts and recording chambers that were attached to the skull with dental
acrylic and ceramic screws(Thomas Recording or Rogue Research). Following
recovery, the monkeys were trained to maintain a fixation on a white spot
(0.1-0.3 degrees) on a CRT (cathode ray tube, Iiyama, 36.6 × 27.4 cm; 1920
× 1440 pixels; 100 Hz refresh rate) screen for juice rewards. As the fixation
deviated from tolerance window (3×3 degrees), the reward delivery stopped.
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Monkey MRI.
Scanning was performed on a 3T MR scanner (TIM Trio with AC88 gradient insert; Siemens). Multi-echo sequence (EPI, TR 2 or 3 s, TE 30 ms, 64
× 64 matrix, 1.5 or 1.0 mm3 voxels isotropic resolution) were acquired with
field map to unwarp the image based on the B0-field inhomogeneities. Custommade 8-channel surface coil was used, and MION contrast agent [186] was used
to improve SNR. Face patches were defined by identifying regions responding
significantly more to faces than non-face objects. Anatomical volumes at high
spatial resolution (0.5 mm isotropic) with a T1-weighted inversion recovery
sequence (MPRAGE) [187] were acquired using custom-made 1-channel coil
to be overlayed with the functional data.

Face patch targeting-procedures.
We used either Caret [156] or Planner [158] software to overlay anatomical MRI
and functional MRI in order to determine skull position and orientation of a
recording chamber (Crist, [159]). A delrin-made recording grid (Crist, [159],
1 mm holes, 1 mm center-to-center distance) is placed inside the chamber to
fix electrode insertion position. To compute which grid angle and grid hole to
use within the recording chamber, we overlaid anatomical MRIacquired with
a recording grid inside the recording chamber, filled with MR-visible silicone
or gadolinium solution. The target face patch, MF, was accessible from only
1 or 2 holes (adjacent holes have 1 mm separation), because of blood vessels
hampering trajectories.

Single-unit electrophysiological recordings and visual stimuli.
Extracellular recordings were conducted with 1-3 MΩ (measured at 1000 Hz)
tungsten electrodes (FHC).The dura was penetrated using a metal guide tube
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(23 gauge) through a grid hole [159].The electrode was advanced using Narishige MO-97A drive until it reached the desired location. The electrophysiological signal was amplified and sorted online into single units using multiple discrimination windows (Blackrock Microsystems).These manually sorted
clusters were compared with the clusters generated by offline clustering based
on wavelet decomposition and superparamagnetic clustering (Wave clus algorithm [188].) for quality check. During the recordings, eye position ofthe
animals was monitored by an infrared pupil tracking system (ETL-200, ISCAN
Inc.,Burlington, MA). The monkey was required to maintain fixation at the
fixation spot throughout the experiments.

Identifying face cells.
As an electrode was advanced into MF, Face–Object-Body(FOB, 147 different
stimuli containing 80 faces, 66 non-face objects and a gray square same color as
the background. Average luminance was ∼ 18cd/m2 ). Stimuli were presented
(for 200 ms without inter-stimulus intervals) to activate face neurons. The
FOB stimuli were moved across the screen to estimate the position of the RF.
Once a single neuron was isolated with its putative receptive field, the stimulus location was fixed to record neural responses to define the preferred face,
the non-preferred face and the non-preferred object out of 147 FOB stimuli.
The mean firing rate was calculated by custom made MATLAB script and the
preferred face, non-preferred face and the non-preferred object were selected
based on the mean firing rate. The stimulus size was4×4 degrees of visual angles.The 147 FOB stimuli are not contrast-normalized: however, we compared
neural responses to contrast-normalized FOB and un-normalized FOB, to see
no noticeable difference in response patterns and magnitudes.
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Receptive field mapping.
One of the defined preferred face, the non-preferred face or the non-preferred
object was randomly presented at one location of hexagonal grid (18×24 degrees, 3 degreesof grid separation, see Fig. 2.8.) for 200 ms without interstimulus intervals. Stimulus size was magnified in proportion to the eccentricity (10 percent/degree) to compensate the cortical magnification factor1 [189].
After the calculation, the center of the receptive field wasselectedmanually to
be used as the presentation location of the following experiments. The size
of RF was estimated by calculating RF size index as follows: we calculated
average firing rate across space within each of 3 × 3 square presentation grid
placed at the center of the RF (each square took 4 × 4 degrees of visual angle).
The calculated 9 average firing rate was sorted in descending order, then the
first two (peak value) and the other seven (surround value) were averaged,
respectively. RF size index was defined as the difference over sum of the two
values:

IRF =

RFpeak − RFsur
RFpeak + RFsur

(A.1)

Acquiring neural responses to the multiple stimuli.
Upon the definition of the preferred/non-preferred stimuli, composite stimuli
were created of 0, 1, 2, 4 or 8 non-preferred face(s), non-preferred-object(s)
or preferred face(s) with or without the preferred face at the center (stimuli
were generated by a custom MATLAB program after defining the RF center). When the preferred face was not presented at the center, a gray square
(R128/G128/B128) was presented at the center which has the same color as
1

It was shown that the overall receptive field pattern was same regardless of the magnification [89].
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the background screen. In the 8 non-preferred faces condition, we also used
heterogeneous, conspecific face distractors. Namely, 8 least preferred faces
were chosen from same species (monkey or human) as the selected preferred
face. These heterogeneous, conspecific distractors were presented with 0, 2 or 4
degrees of separation from the center image. We also included a gray square in
the stimulus set in order to calculate baseline responses. In total, 28 stimulus
conditions were used.The stimuli were presented at 3×3 array, whose center
was located at the defined receptive field center.In most of the experiments
the preferred face was presented at the location defined as the receptive field
center, but as a control we also presented the preferred face at surrounding
locations (positional control). Each stimulus was 4×4 degrees (thus, the 3×3
stimulus array spans from 12×12 degrees to 20×20 degrees) and presented for
400 ms with 200 ms inter-stimulus gap. In 1 distractor conditions, the distractor was placed randomly at one of 8 possible presentation locations. In 2 and 4
distractors conditions, the distractors were placed randomly at symmetric positions of 8 possible presentation locations. Note that because of the variable
sizes ofMF neurons’receptive fields, some of the stimuli could be presented outside of the receptive field. All stimuli were presented on a CRT screen placed
57 cm in front of the monkey (such that 1 cm on the screen approximately
equal to 1 degree of visual angle. see Appendix E).All stimuli were controlled
by custom software written in C (Visiko) running on a windows PC. Stimulus
presentation timestamps recorded by Visiko refers to the start of the display
frame during which the image was presented. Thus, given the 100 Hz refresh
rate of the CRT screen, the actual stimulus presentation could have up to 10
ms (=1 second / 100 Hz) delay depending on the stimulus position.
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Data analysis.
Recording data were analyzed with custom programs written in MATLAB.
Out of 114 recorded neurons, neurons with average responses to their preferred faces did not exceed 3 standard deviations above baseline response were
omitted from the rest of analyses. The baseline responses were calculated as
the mean firing rate within 100-499 ms after the onset of gray background
presentation.

FOB stimuli.
The time window in which mean firing rate was calculated was defined manually according to the neuron’s response latency. In Fig. 1, the mean firing
rate was calculated in the window of 100-299ms after the stimulus onset.

Response latency calculation.
Response onset was defined as the time when the response to the neuron’s
preferred face exceeded 3 standard deviations above baseline response. The
baseline firing rate was calculated during presentation of a gray square that
has the same color as screen background.

Definitionof the early and the late phase. The early/late phase encompasses
the first peak and the late plateau of typical MF neuron’s response, respectively. To equalize noises within the time window as much as possible, we
defined the early/late phase such that the number of spikes within each phase
became approximately equal. We used the population average response to the
preferred face to calculate a response latency, and with the latency the Early
and the Late phase were defined as 0-99 ms and 150-399 ms after the response
onset, respectively.
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Receptive fieldmapping.
The receptive field was drawn by interpolating the mean firing rate (calculated
using the same time window as FOB) at each presentation point, by custom
MATLAB code.

Regression analysis.
To fit data from Cat/Num experiment, we used the equation,

R=

1
1 + αx

(3.1)

Where x is the number of distractors, and α is a free parameter. The mean
responses were divided by the response to the preferred face, such that all
the response could be compared relative to the response to the preferred face.
In this equation, the integration of multiple stimuli were approximately average when α=1, and wereapproximatelymaximum whenα=0, assuming that
the responses to the non-preferred images were close to zero. Regression was
conducted by MATLAB function nlinfit.

Divisive normalization model.
See Appendix B.
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B
Divisive normalization model

We designed the model equation such that the output from a single neuron is
the sum of direct drives elicited by each visual stimulus, where each drive is
weighted by the population average of the drives. The weights are normalized
such that the sum of them equals 1, thus the equation works as a weighted
average based on population activity. The response of neuron i is therefore
l
X

spref+dist
=
i

spref
(xp )pdist
i (xp )
i

+

m
X

dist
sdist
i (yq )pi (yq )

q=1

p=1
l
X

pdist
i (xp ) +

p=1

m
X

(B.1)
pdist
i (yq )

q=1

where

ppref
(xp )
i

N
1 X pref
=
s (xp )
N i=1 i

N
1 X dist
dist
pi (yq ) =
s (yq )
N i=1 i
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(B.2)

Here spref
(xp ) and sdist
i (yq ) describe the direct drives to neuron i, evoked by
i
the preferred face and the distractor, respectively, as a function of presentation
location. Variables xp and yq stand for the presentation location of preferred
face and distractor, respectively, and l and m are the total number of preferred
faces and distractors presented. N is the total number of recorded neurons.

Since experimentally observed variables are in principle the result of this
normalization, we do not have direct access to internal variables spref
(xp ) and
i
sdist
i (yq ). To find these values, we consider the RF mapping experiment where
non-combined stimuli were used. In RF experiment only one preferred face,
one non-preferred face or one non-preferred object is presented. For the case
of only one preferred face being used, the second term of both denominator
and numerator of Equation B.1 are zero, therefore we get

Sipref (xp ) =

spref
(xp )ppref
(xp )
i
i
ppref
(xp )
i

(B.3)

= spref
(xp )
i

where Sipref (xp ) is the value of RF of neuron i for its preferred face at location xp . The same logic can be applied to the case when a single distractor
is presented. Thus, the internal variables spref
(xp ) and sdist
i (yq ) can be substii
tuted by the measured RF values, Sipref (xp ) and Sidist (yq ), respectively. Using
Equation B.2, ppref
(xp ) and pdist
i (yq ) are similarly substituted by the calcui
lated population activities, Pipref (xp ) and Pidist (yq )The resulting equation of
the pure-prediction model is therefore
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l
X

Sipref+dist =

Sipref (xp )Pidist (xp ) +

m
X

Sidist (yq )Pidist (yq )

q=1

p=1
l
X

Pidist (xp ) +

p=1

m
X

(5.1)
Pidist (yq )

q=1

However to calculate for example Pipref , we need to know the RFs of all the
recorded neurons for the preferred face of the i-th neuron. But stimulus preferences are different from neuron to neuron, and we mapped only 3 RFs per each
neuron (RF for the neuron’s preferred face, RF for its non-preferred face and
RF for non-preferred object). Many RFs needed to calculate the population
average are thus missing. We go about this problem by assuming that RF size
and shape does not change with stimulus identity. This means we can obtain
the RF of a given neuron for any of the FOB stimuli by using the preferred
face RF of each neuron and scaling the magnitude by the neuron’s normalized
mean response to FOB stimuli.
To further improve the predictive power of Equation 5.1, we introduce a
free parameter, exponent n. The exponent can change neuronal computation
smoothly from weighted average of all stimuli to winner-take-all of one of the
stimuli. The following Equation 5.2 is used as the post-diction model.

l
X

Sipref+dist =

Sipref (xp ){Pidist (xp )}n

+

p=1

m
X

Sidist (yq ){Pidist (yq )}n

q=1
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p=1

m
X
q=1
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(5.2)
{Pidist (yq )}n

C
Converting anatomical plane
coordinate to stereotaxic arm
coordinate

We calculate the angle of recording chamber with planning software such as
Caret [156], OsiriX [157] or Planner [158] to define desired angles within two
of coronal, horizontal or sagittal planes (Fig. C.1A. Angle in the third plane is
complement and automatically specified) . However, common stereotaxic arm
does not allow users to make a defined angle within each anatomical plane.
Rather, it has only two degrees of freedom: tilting the stereotaxic arm and
rotating the base of the stereotaxic arm (Fig. C.1B). Thus, in order to implant
the planned recording chamber angle using a stereotaxic arm, coordinates in
the anatomical sections have to be converted into stereotaxic arm coordinate
such that tilting and rotation of a stereotaxic arm ends up making desired
angles within anatomical planes as planned.
In Fig. C.1C, the line AB and AC indicate the direction of stereotaxic
arm base and stereotaxic arm, respectively. Within the planning software, the
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Figure C.1: Converting anatomical planes coordinate into stereotaxic coordinates. (A) Definition of the three anatomical sections: coronal, horizontal
and sagittal section. Note that shown is a human brain, not a macaque brain.
Adapted from [190]. (B) Kopf Stereotaxic arm (David Kopf Instruments) with
a recording chamber loaded onto a pointer. The arm has two degree of freedoms, (1) rotation of the base, and (2) tilting the arm. (C) Schematic diagram
to calculate rotation and tilting angle in order to achieve desired angle within
anatomical planes. The line AB and AC indicates the direction of the stereotaxic arm base and stereotaxic arm, respectively. θ and φ are tilting and rotation
angle on the stereotaxic arm (φ is defined from anteroposterior axis as shown).
x and y are desired angle within a coronal and sagittal plane, respectively. (D)
Relevant triangles required for calculating θ and φ, excerpted from (C). Vertical
bars | and || indicates pairs of sides with equal length.
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chamber angles x and y are defined within coronal and sagittal plane, and θ
and φ are tilting and rotation angle on the stereotaxic arm and base needed in
order to achieve the desired angle within anatomical planes. Fig. C.1D shows
three excerpted triangles needed for calculating θ and φ. Our goal is to express
θ and φ in terms of x and y. Fig. C.1D provides the following relationships:

tan y =

AB
DB

AB
CB
AB
=
EB

tan θ =

AB
FB
AB
=
ED

tan x =

tan φ =

ED
BD

sin φ =

ED
EB

(C.1)

From the relationships in Equations C.1, θ and φ are expressed in terms of
x and y as follows:
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AB ED
ED BD
AB
=
BD

tan x tan φ =

= tan y

(C.2)

tan y
tan x 

tan y
φ = arctan
tan x

tanφ =

AB ED
tan θ
=
tan x
EB AB
ED
=
EB
= sin θ
(C.3)
tanθ = tan x sin φ
θ = arctan (tan x sin φ)




tan y
= arctan tan x sin arctan
tan x
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D
Converting pixels to degrees of
visual angle

To plot RF in unit of degrees, pixel size on the stimulus presentation screen
must be converted into unit of degrees.
In the Fig. D.1, the screen-to-eye distance s, image viewing angle y and
image pixel size x is defined, in addition to these parameters, the diagonal
length of the screen is defined in pixels (d) and in cm (c). d and c can be
written as:

√
w2 + h2
√
c = a2 + b 2

d=

where w/h and a/b are screen width/height in pixels and in cm, respectively. Using d and c, image size on the screen can be converted from pixels
to cm. Assuming the subject is looking at the presentation screen perpendicularly (this assumption is valid because the subject is required to fixate on the
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Screen size: 36.6 x 27.4 cm
Resolution: 1280 x 1024 pixels

Figure D.1: Converting pixels to degrees. Screen-to-eye distance (s) is fixed
to 57 cm. Image size on the screen is x pixels, and subject’s viewing angle of
the image is y degrees. Screen width is 36.6 cm (w) corresponds to 1280 pixels
(a), and height is 27.4 cm (h) corresponds to 1024 pixels (b), See the text how
to describe the x in terms of y.
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center dot of the screen throughout the experiment), tangent function is used
to relate the viewing angle y and the image pixel size x:
c
tan y = d
s
x
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(D.1)

E
Finding the screen distance
equalizing visual angle and
image size

The viewing distance (screen-to-eye distance) was fixed to 57 cm such that 1
cm on the stimulus presentation screen approximately equals to 1 degree of
animal’s viewing angle at small viewing angle. Fig. E.1 shows the schematic
illustration of the problem. We need to find a screen distance s, which ensures
x = y, where x and y are image size on the screen (cm) and image viewing
angle, y (degrees), respectively.

Equation E.1 shows the calculation of s. Note that approximations sin θ ≈
θ and cos θ ≈ 1 were used given that the image viewing angle is sufficiently
small.
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image viewing angle,
y [degrees]

image size, x [cm]

screen distance, s [cm]

stimulus
presentation screen

Figure E.1: Relating viewing distance to image size on the screen. The distance from the subject’s eye to stimulus presentation monitor (screen distance
s cm) affects the relation between the image viewing angle (y degree) and the
image size (x cm) on the screen. See Equation E.1 to find the screen distance
approximately equate x and y.

π  x
tan y
=
180
s


x

s=



tan y
x
≈ π
x
180
= 57.30
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π 
180

(E.1)

F
Population average without
latency subtraction

111recorded MF neurons were averaged across trials and neurons to plot population average firing rate (Fig. F.1). For details and statistics, see Chapter 3
and Appendix J.
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1 face distractor with PF (F1f)
2 face distractors with PF (F2f)
4 face distractors with PF (F4f)
8 face distractors with PF (F8f)

Preferred face only (PF)
1 object distractor with PF (F1o)
2 object distractors with PF (F2o)
4 object distractors with PF (F4o)
8 object distractors with PF (F8o)

1 face distractor w/o PF (1f)
2 face distractors w/o PF (2f)
4 face distractors w/o PF (4f)
8 face distractors w/o PF (8f)

1 object distractor w/o PF (1o)
2 object distractors w/o PF (2o)
4 object distractors w/o PF (4o)
8 object distractors w/o PF (8o)

0.04
0

0.12
0.08
0.04
0
0

100

200

300

400

Time (ms from stimulus onset)

0

500

100
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400
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500
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Figure F.1: Population average without latency subtraction. Mean firing rates
of 111 MF neurons were averaged across neurons without correcting latency
difference. Gray shadow indicates the stimulus presentation duration.
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G
Population average firing rate to
multiple preferred faces.

Responses to increasing number of preferred faces were significantly decreased
in MF neurons, but not significantly reduced in AL neurons. Interpretation
in terms of divisive normalization is that MF neurons have smaller RF than
AL neurons, entailing higher chance of having preferred faces outside of the
RF resulting in (surround) suppression. Fig. G.1 shows the response latencysubtracted population averages. One-way ANOVA was used to test whether
increasing number of preferred faces change the mean firing rate. For statistics,
see the Fig. G.1 legend.
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ΔFiring rate (normalized,A.U.)

0.2
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3 preferred faces
5 preferred faces
9 preferred faces

0.1
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Figure G.1: Population average firing rate to multiple (1, 2, 3, 5 and 9) preferred faces. Response latencies were subtracted and averaged across neurons.
(A) MF neurons (1,9 preferred faces: N=111, 2,3,5 preferred faces: N=68).
Responses were significantly reduced in the early phase (one-way ANOVA,
p = 0.0173<0.05) by increasing number of preferred face. No significant difference in the late phase (p = 0.664>0.05). (B) AL neurons (N=109 from two
monkeys). Responses were not significantly reduced by increasing number of
preferred faces either in the early (one-way ANOVA, p = 0.712>0.05) and the
late (p = 0.594>0.05) phase.
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600

H
Visualizing the population
average in 2D space

One way to visualize the population average activity in two-dimensional space
is to project each data point to the line of unity.

y
b

A

y=x
B
f(x) = -x + c

a

x

Figure H.1: Projection to diagonal. The hypothetical data point A represents
the response of a neuron x (x = a) and a neuron y (y = b). B is the data point
A projected to the diagonal line of unity. The red line f (x) can be written as
f (x) = −x + c where c is a constant. The red line crosses both A and B, and
meets perpendicular to the line of unity.
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In Fig. H.1, an example data point A has values (x, y) = (a, b), representing activities of two hypothetical neurons. Thus, the average response of the
two neurons is

a+b
.
2

To project the point A to the line of unity, we solve simul-

taneous equation consists of the line of unity and perpendicular line crossing
the point A (f (x) in Fig. H.1). The unknown intercept c can be find given
that f (x) crosses the point A:

f (x) = −x + c
b = −a + c

(H.1)

c=a+b

Then we solve the simultaneous equation to find the point B. Both x and
y values of B is

a+b
,
2

representing a population average.



y = x

(H.2)



y = −x + (a + b)

a+b
2
a+b
y=
2

x=
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I
Relationship between PCA and
SVD

PCA and SVD are two closely related methods. In fact, PCA is often computed
directly from SVD [191, 192, 193, 194] as follows.
We first start with applying PCA to a centered (mean set to zero) n × c
data matrix X. PCA calculates covariance matrix of the data matrix X and
diagonalize the covariance matrix with eigenvectors. The covariance matrix is
calculated as follows:

Cov = E(XX T ) − E(X)E(X)T
=

1
XX T
n

=∝ XX T
Where n is number of data points and E(X) = 0 because X is centered.
Similarly, covariance matrix of transpose of X 1 is proportional to X T X. Since
1

By taking the transposition of X, the dimension to be reduced can be changed. XX T
and X T X yields matrices of n × n and c × c, respectively, resulting in reducing 1st and 2nd
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the covariance matrix is symmetric, the matrix is diagonalizable by matrices
C, D which consists of eigenvectors of X. PCA decomposes the covariance
matrix into the product of three matrices:

XX T = ACAT
(I.1)
T

X X = BDB

T

Where C, D is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are eigenvalues.
SVD on the other hand, decompose the original data matrix X instead of
covariance matrix:

X = U SV T

Where U and V are n × n and c × c orthonormal matrices, respectively.
Diagonal matrix S has the same size n × c as the data matrix X. The diagonal
element of S is singular values, whose square are equal to the eigenvalues:

XX T = U SV T (U SV T )T
= U SV T V S T U T
= U S 2U T
(I.2)
T

T T

X X = (U SV ) U SV
= (V SU T U SV T
= V S 2V T

dimension of original data matrix, respectively.
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T

Thus, Equation I.1 and I.2 shows that depending on calculating covariance
matrix of either X or X T (in other words, depending on reducing whether
1st or 2nd dimension), either the matrix U or V is equal to eigenvectors, and
square of the singular values are equal to eigenvalues.
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J
Tukey’s Post-hoc test results

Table J.1: MF single cell example of Cat/Num experiment, face distractor
conditions at the early phase

PF+1FD

*
0.0326

PF+2FD

***
2.25 · 10−7

0.0512

***
9.92 · 10−9

***
1.79 · 10−5

0.278

***
9.92 · 10−9

***
9.92 · 10−9

***
1.22 · 10−6

**
5.70 · 10−3

PF only

PF+1FD

PF+2FD

PF+4FD

PF+4FD
PF+8FD
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Table J.2: MF single cell example of Cat/Num experiment, face distractor
conditions at the late phase

PF+1FD

**
9.09 · 10−3

PF+2FD

**
2.52 · 10−3

0.997

***
2, 34 · 10−8

0.0570

0.141

***
9.92 · 10−9

***
3.20 · 10−7

***
2.38 · 10−6

0.0270

PF only

PF+1FD

PF+2FD

PF+4FD

PF+4FD
PF+8FD

Table J.3: MF single cell example of Cat/Num experiment, object distractor
conditions at the early phase

PF+1OD
0.243
PF+2OD
PF+4OD
PF+8OD

***
8.82 · 10−4

0.339

***
5.61 · 10−8

**
1.29 · 10−3

0.289

***
9.92 · 10−9

***
6.55 · 10−7

**
3.59 · 10−3

0.504

PF only

PF+1OD

PF+2OD

PF+4OD
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Table J.4: MF single cell example of Cat/Num experiment, object distractor
conditions at the late phase

PF+1OD
0.639
PF+2OD
0.315

0.986

0.103

0.831

0.983

0.0951

0.821

0.981

0.999

PF only

PF+1OD

PF+2OD

PF+4OD

PF+4OD
PF+8OD

Table J.5: MF population average of Cat/Num experiment, face distractor
conditions at the early phase

PF+1FD

***
2.89 · 10−7

PF+2FD

***
9.92 · 10−9

***
1.90 · 10−5

PF+4FD

***
9.92 · 10−9

***
1.03 · 10−8

0.132

***
9.92 · 10−9

***
9.92 · 10−9

**
2.26 · 10−3

0.673

PF only

PF+1FD

PF+2FD

PF+4FD

PF+8FD
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Table J.6: MF population average of Cat/Num experiment, face distractor
conditions at the late phase

PF+1FD

*
0.0120

PF+2FD

***
7.89 · 10−7

0.190

***
1.11 · 10−8

*
0.0107

0.825

***
9.92 · 10−9

***
3.95 · 10−5

0.105

0.643

PF only

PF+1FD

PF+2FD

PF+4FD

PF+4FD
PF+8FD

Table J.7: MF population average of Cat/Num experiment, object distractor
conditions at the early phase

PF+1OD

**
9.56 · 10−3

PF+2OD

***
1.35 · 10−7

0.109

***
9.92 · 10−9

***
9.43 · 10−6

0.0956

***
9.92 · 10−9

***
1.37 · 10−8

**
1.19 · 10−3

0.656

PF only

PF+1OD

PF+2OD

PF+4OD

PF+4OD
PF+8OD
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Table J.8: MF population average of Cat/Num experiment, object distractor
conditions at the late phase

PF+1OD
0.185
PF+2OD
PF+4OD
PF+8OD

*
0.0161

0.887

**
1.37 · 10−3

0.488

0.959

**
9.49 · 10−3

0.813

0.999

0.985

PF only

PF+1OD

PF+2OD

PF+4OD

Table J.9: MF single cell example of Prox/Ecc experiment, RF center at the
early phase

PF+LD

***
3.77 · 10−9

PF+MD

***
3.77 · 10−9

0.823

***
3.77 · 10−9

***
4.92 · 10−4

0.0111

PF only

PF+LD

PF+MD

PF+SD
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Table J.10: MF single cell example of Prox/Ecc experiment, RF center at the
late phase

PF+LD
0.901
PF+MD
0.415

0.639

0.537

0.802

0.993

PF only

PF+LD

PF+MD

PF+SD

Table J.11: MF single cell example of Prox/Ecc experiment, RF periphery at
the early phase

PF+LD

***
2.37 · 10−4

PF+MD

***
3.64 · 10−4

0.997

***
3.26 · 10−8

0.0782

*
0.0401

PF only

PF+LD

PF+MD

PF+SD

Table J.12: MF single cell example of Prox/Ecc experiment, RF periphery at
the late phase

PF+LD

***
5.37 · 10−7

PF+MD

***
4.06 · 10−9

0.364

***
8.22 · 10−8

0.974

0.621

PF only

PF+LD

PF+MD

PF+SD
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Table J.13: MF population average of Prox/Ecc experiment, RF center at the
early phase

PF+LD

***
9.78 · 10−9

PF+MD

***
3.77 · 10−9

0.441

***
3.77 · 10−9

***
2, 26 · 10−4

*
0.0435

PF only

PF+LD

PF+MD

PF+SD

Table J.14: MF population average of Prox/Ecc experiment, RF center at the
late phase

PF+LD

***
1.79 · 10−6

PF+MD

***
3.87 · 10−9

0.376

***
3.77 · 10−9

**
1.65 · 10−3

0.180

PF only

PF+LD

PF+MD

PF+SD
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Table J.15: MF population average of Prox/Ecc experiment, RF periphery at
the early phase

PF+LD

***
6.86 · 10−9

PF+MD

***
3.99 · 10−9

0.978

***
6.01 · 10−9

0.999

0.985

PF only

PF+LD

PF+MD

PF+SD

Table J.16: MF population average of Prox/Ecc experiment, RF periphery at
the late phase

PF+LD

***
4.25 · 10−9

PF+MD

***
3.77 · 10−9

0.876

***
3.78 · 10−9

0.960

0.994

PF only

PF+LD

PF+MD

PF+SD
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Table J.17: MF population average of Prox/Ecc experiment, distractor only
control, RF center at the early phase

MD only
SD only

0.989
*
0.0414

0.0590

LD only

MD only

Table J.18: MF population average of Prox/Ecc experiment, distractor only
control, RF center at the early phase

MD only

0.981

SD only
0.441

0.555

LD only

MD only
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Table J.19: MF population average of Prox/Ecc experiment, distractor only
control, RF periphery at the early phase

MD only
SD only

0.354
**
3.69 · 10−3

0.156

LD only

MD only

Table J.20: MF population average of Prox/Ecc experiment, distractor only
control, RF periphery at the early phase

MD only

0.442

SD only
0.0704

0.5860

LD only

MD only
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Table J.21: AL population average of Cat/Num experiment, face distractor
conditions at the early phase

PF+1FD

***
1.14 · 10−4

PF+2FD

***
9.92 · 10−9

**
5.35 · 10−3

PF+4FD

***
9.92 · 10−9

***
1.61 · 10−8

*
0.0476

PF+8FD

***
9.92 · 10−9

***
9.92 · 10−9

***
2.60 · 10−4

0.593

PF only

PF+1FD

PF+2FD

PF+4FD
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Table J.22: AL population average of Cat/Num experiment, face distractor
conditions at the late phase

PF+1FD
0.312
PF+2FD
PF+4FD
PF+8FD

**
6.98 · 10−3

0.594

***
1.57 · 10−4

0.114

0.876

***
2.49 · 10−6

*
0.0102

0.375

0.916

PF only

PF+1FD

PF+2FD

PF+4FD

Table J.23: AL population average of Cat/Num experiment, object distractor
conditions at the early phase

PF+1OD
0.254
PF+2OD
PF+4OD
PF+8OD

***
2.53 · 10−4

0.187

***
7.43 · 10−7

**
7.07 · 10−3

0.765

***
1.01 · 10−8

***
2.73 · 10−5

0.0889

0.672

PF only

PF+1OD

PF+2OD

PF+4OD
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Table J.24: AL population average of Cat/Num experiment, object distractor
conditions at the late phase

PF+1OD
0.506
PF+2OD
PF+4OD
PF+8OD

0.194

0.9786

*
0.0179

0.569

0.891

*
0.0144

0.524

0.863

0.999

PF only

PF+1OD

PF+2OD

PF+4OD

Table J.25: AL population average of Prox/Ecc experiment, RF center at the
early phase

PF+LD

***
2.29 · 10−5

PF+MD

***
8.40 · 10−9

0.420

***
3.77 · 10−9

***
3.42 · 10−5

*
0.0141

PF only

PF+LD

PF+MD

PF+SD
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Table J.26: AL population average of Prox/Ecc experiment, RF center at the
late phase

PF+LD

***
2.10 · 10−5

PF+MD

***
7.62 · 10−8

0.713

***
3.77 · 10−9

0.063

0.488

PF only

PF+LD

PF+MD

PF+SD

Table J.27: AL population average of Prox/Ecc experiment, RF periphery at
the early phase

PF+LD

***
1.56 · 10−7

PF+MD

***
1.78 · 10−6

0.971

***
4.03 · 10−7

0.998

0.993

PF only

PF+LD

PF+MD

PF+SD

Table J.28: AL population average of Prox/Ecc experiment, RF periphery at
the late phase

PF+LD

***
9.06 · 10−7

PF+MD

***
7.86 · 10−9

0.796

***
3.90 · 10−9

0.479

0.955

PF only

PF+LD

PF+MD

PF+SD
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Table J.29: AL population average of Prox/Ecc experiment, distractor only
control, RF center at the early phase

MD only
SD only

0.468
*
0.0153

0.246

LD only

MD only

Table J.30: AL population average of Prox/Ecc experiment, distractor only
control, RF center at the early phase

MD only

0.924

SD only
0.139

0.281

LD only

MD only
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Table J.31: AL population average of Prox/Ecc experiment, distractor only
control, RF periphery at the early phase

MD only

0.583

SD only
0.846

0.899

LD only

MD only

Table J.32: AL population average of Prox/Ecc experiment, distractor only
control, RF periphery at the early phase

MD only

0.797

SD only
0.863

0.992

LD only

MD only
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Table J.33: MF population average without latency subtraction, Cat/Num
experiment, face distractor conditions at the early phase

PF+1FD

***
3.15 · 10−4

PF+2FD

***
9.92 · 10−9

**
2.02 · 10−3

PF+4FD

***
9.92 · 10−9

***
6.95 · 10−8

0.213

***
9.92 · 10−9

***
9.92 · 10−9

**
2.85 · 10−3

0.568

PF only

PF+1FD

PF+2FD

PF+4FD

PF+8FD
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Table J.34: MF population average without latency subtraction, Cat/Num
experiment, face distractor conditions at the late phase

PF+1FD

**
1.77 · 10−3

PF+2FD

***
1.67 · 10−8

0.106

***
9.92 · 10−9

**
1.29 · 10−3

0.641

***
9.92 · 10−9

***
5.10 · 10−6

0.073

0.747

PF only

PF+1FD

PF+2FD

PF+4FD

PF+4FD
PF+8FD

Table J.35: MF population average without latency subtraction, Cat/Num
experiment, object distractor conditions at the early phase

PF+1OD
0.207
PF+2OD
PF+4OD
PF+8OD

***
1.74 · 10−4

0.196

***
1.88 · 10−8

***
6.24 · 10−4

0.354

***
9.92 · 10−9

***
1.74 · 10−6

*
0.0183

0.733

PF only

PF+1OD

PF+2OD

PF+4OD
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Table J.36: MF population average without latency subtraction, Cat/Num
experiment, object distractor conditions at the late phase

PF+1OD
0.157
PF+2OD
PF+4OD
PF+8OD

02.94 · 10−3

0.667

***
6.95 · 10−5

0.169

0.900

***
6.61 · 1049

0.423

0.996

0.986

PF only

PF+1OD

PF+2OD

PF+4OD
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